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“An Independent Publishing Company and
Magazine of Arts”
LIBRETTO is an independent publishing company
and online magazine of arts and publishing that aims
to publish the works of new/emerged and
established writers and artists and all kinds of
literary electronic publication and distribution of ebook across Africa and the world at large. We aim
to publish fine and qualified works considering race
and themes. We so much believe that literature and
arts should be celebrated for their aesthetics. We
want to inform, educate, exposing morals and
ideals. We also define new voices as those with
qualities, new theme, style and form. We publish
the monthly, biannually and chapbook. Submissions
are accepted only via the submissions-guidelines
page/. A call for submissions are made in
Monthly (from January-February & July-August).
Biannually (from March to April-for June Issue &
from September to October-for December Issue)
and Chapbook (December to February) every
year.
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Conversation
Eddie Saint-Jean is an artist who combines his background in moving
image and photography to produce original works all influenced by Freudian
theories of the Uncanny, which relates to how homely, everyday items and
subjects have unhomely, eerie or uncanny elements. His main focus is the
urban uncanny and the cinematic uncanny. He believes both of these provide
striking imagery layered with elements from the unconscious. Often these
two concepts combine - as they do in this latest work Vertigo which is
currently in an exhibition at Gallery 54, Mayfair, London.
Read: Interview

Poetry
Award-winning writer Anne Leigh Parrish has two new titles
coming from Unsolicited Press: the moon won’t be dared, a
poetry collection, October 2021; and an open door, a novel,
October 2022. Her latest novel, a winter night, released in
March 2021 from Unsolicited Press, is the most recent
installment in her popular Dugan Family story. She is the author
of seven other books and lives in the South Sound Region of
Washington State. Find her online at her website, Twitter,
Facebook, Medium, Instagram, LinkedIn, and Goodreads.

Lauren Scharhag (she/her) is an associate editor for GLEAM:
Journal of the Cadralor, and the author of thirteen books,
including Requiem for a Robot Dog (Cajun Mutt Press) and
Languages, First and Last (Cyberwit Press). Her work has
appeared in over 150 literary venues around the world. Recent
honors include the Seamus Burns Creative Writing Prize and
multiple Best of the Net and Pushcart Prize nominations. She
lives in Kansas City, MO. To learn more about her work,
visit: http://www.laurenscharhag.blogspot.com

Read: like a shade of dawn

Read: Magic Eye, Theoxenia

Lorelei Bacht is a multicultural poet living, loving and dreaming in
Asia. Her work has appeared / is forthcoming in such publications
as Visitant, The Wondrous Real, Quail Bell, Abridged Magazine,
Odd Magazine, Postscript, Strukturriss, The Inflectionist Review
and Slouching Beast Journal. She is also on Instagram:
@lorelei.bacht.writer
Read: My mouth, a disputed territory

Visual Art
Martin Došek works in an advertising agency where he spends

most of the time working with computer graph-ics programs. His
collage practice is strictly analog and fueled by a surrealist sense of
play and experimenta-tion. "I make my collages by hand, from old
newspa-pers with scissors, glue, pencil and paints. I have been
doing it for over 30 years and iťs still fun for me and a great
fantasy adventure," he writes. "I enjoy the lightness with which
anything can be composed, at the same time creating stories that I
think up. Martin Došek is interested in collage because it is an
entirely free form. He paints and writes over the glued images:
this is not some pop art décollage, but rather a genuine, properly
old-school surrealist obsession.
Martin Došek Artworks: Amor, Long nights.

Cecilia Martinez has always had a love for the arts, especially the
written word. She is an established and published writer and poet,
with her work being recognized all over the world, from New
York to the Philippines. But it wasn’t until her father’s
unexpected death as a result of what was later determined to be a
homicide in September 2015 that she became completely
immersed in the visual arts as a therapeutic outlet and a form of
self-expression to cope with his loss. While still relatively new to
the art scene, she has already has had her work exhibited in a
number of venues since October 2016, including LITM in Jersey
Cityand the NAWA Gallery in New York City.
Cecilia Martinez Artworks: In The Eyes, Corona virus April

Showers, Untitled, Rotten Apples, Alone.

Jana Charl, a native of Los Angeles and a dual US-Swiss
citizen, currently resides on a remote 54,000-acre ranch in
Central Oregon where she creates mixed media works
incorporating materials salvaged from her surroundings. Her
most recent body of work focuses on symbolism derived
from the natural world as a representation of the human
experience. Jana’s installations, paintings, and sculptures are
published and exhibited worldwide: shown at art galleries, at
SFMOMA, Tate Liverpool, Women’s Museum of California,
and at venues staged simultaneously with the Venice
Biennale, Frieze London, and Art Basel Miami. She has
participated in artist residencies in Switzerland (Zürich and
Trélex), the country of Georgia (Mtskheta and Tbilisi), and
Iceland (Stöðvarfjörður, East Fjords). Jana has been
awarded public art projects in California, Oregon, and
Massachusetts, and is currently on the Art in Public Places
Rosters (pre-qualified artist pools) for the Cities of Palo
Alto, Sacramento, and San Antonio. She received a
Certificate of Recognition from the California Legislature
Assembly. Her artwork is in the collections of the Brooklyn
Art Library, City of Seattle Office of Arts & Culture,
Museum of Nova Gorica (Slovenia), Mtskheta Municipality,
and Yuko Nii Foundation and in private collections globally.
Jana Charl Artworks: Yearning.

KJ Hannah Greenberg tilts at social ills and encourages
personal evolutions via poetry, prose, and visual art. Her
images have appeared in various places, including in:
Bewildering Stories, Les Femmes Folles, Mused, Tuck, vox
poetica, and Yellow Mama. She uses her trusty point-andshoot camera to capture the order of G-d's universe, and
Paint 3D to capture the chaos of her universe. Sometimes, it
remains insufficient for her to sate herself by applying verbal
whimsy to pastures where gelatinous wildebeests roam or fey
hedgehogs play.
Hannah Greenberg Artworks: Sneering at
Womanizing, Surfing Life, Too Little Time, Wow Posies.
KJ

Mariaceleste Arena is a Sicilian designer and painter, who
works with both digital and traditional techniques. She prefers
to experiment with different techniques and different
subjects. The main purpose of her art is to express her vision
of reality through abstract and surreal figures, as source for
thought and as an artistic point of view of life.
Mariaceleste Arena Artworks: phychedelic vibrations,

velvet fragments, velvet remembers.

Ira Joel Haber was born and lives in Brooklyn. He is a

sculptor, painter, writer, book dealer, photographer and
teacher. His work has been seen in numerous group shows
both in the USA and Europe and he has had 9 one man
shows including several retrospectives of his sculpture. His
work is in the collections of The Whitney Museum Of
American Art, New York University, The Guggenheim
Museum, The Hirshhorn Museum,The Albright-Knox Art
Gallery & The Allen Memorial Art Museum. Since 2006 His
paintings, drawings, photographs and collages have been
published in over 250 on line and print magazines. He has
received three National Endowment for the Arts
Fellowships, two Creative Artists Public Service Grant
(CAPS) two Pollock-Krasner grants, two Adolph Gottlieb
Foundation grants and, in 2010, he received a grant from
Artists' Fellowship Inc. in 2017 & 2018 he received the
Brooklyn Arts Council SU-CASA artist-in-residence grant.
Ira Joel Haber Artworks: Woman in the forest

I am Yohanes Soubirius De Santo, born in Singaraja on
June 24, 1998, I am a young Indonesian artist who is currently
working in the world of art, especially the world of fine arts. I
come from Bali, and this is where I practice creating art, from
2016 I just started to focus my intention on the world of art
by taking art education at the Ganesha University of
Education, from here I have started to actively work until
now. I have won several arts awards on a local, national, and
international scale. My inspiration in working, not far from
my surroundings, I always take the topics in my work
according to what I experience or I observe what happens in
my environment. I take the topic with my surroundings
because I feel that everyone's environment must be different,
and from this I try to make my work something different and
unique with that topic.
Yohanes Soubirius De Santo Artworks: Without Virtual

Nanny, Switch Function, Ego Hegemony.
Although originally trained in Theatre Arts and Portraiture Ian’s work has developed into various
areas such as abstract and landscape. His particular interest in seascapes is born out of his family
history which has, through many generations, been involved with marine life. Ian first began his
career as a professional artist and designer in the United States, working for two theatrical
companies: ‘Best of Broadway’ in New York, and Creative International in Tampa, Florida. He was
responsible for the sets for various television and theatrical productions, including ‘1776 Opera’
(Florida’s contribution to their bicentennial celebrations at the Marco Polo Theatre North Miami
Beach) the Bette Davis National Tour and the Miss America Pageant in Bush Gardens for CBS
television. In addition he has designed lighting and sets for Felicity Kendall’s Queen Victoria tour. In
addition to his Theatrical work Ian has exhibited his paintings at various galleries both in Europe and
the UK and has work on view in Sweden, Japan, China, Australia and Spain.

Ian Artworks: It's That Time Again Sweetheart & What are you Looking at_

Fiction
Pam Knapp lives in the UK’s rolling countryside of the

Fabiana Elisa Martínez is a linguist, a language teacher,

Sussex Downs, close enough to London to feel the heat, far
enough away to avoid being burnt. Optimism is her greatest
asset. Her writing can be found in Dreich Magazine, Green
Ink Poetry, Owl Hollow Press and Lucent Dreaming,
amongst others.

and a writer. She speaks English, Spanish, French,
Portuguese, and Italian. She is the author of the short story
collection 12 Random Words, and the podcast series and
grammar book Spanish 360 with Fabiana. Other short stories
of hers have been published in Rigorous Magazine, The
Closed Eye Open, Ponder Review, Hindsight Magazine, The
Good Life Review, The Halcyone, Rhodora Magazine,
Mediterranean Poetry and the anthology Writers of
Tomorrow. She is currently working on her first novel.

Read: Having The Werewithal

Read: Realizations

Nwabuisi Kenneth is a student of English and literary

Vanessa Osei Bonsu is a graduate student of University

studies at the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He has works of
fiction in online magazine and anthologies such as: Kalahari
reviews , Libretto magazine, Boys are not stones anthology II,
Rape rages 2019 and elsewhere. You can reach him via
WhatsApp
+2347015002556
or
email
at
nwabuisikenneth081@gmail.com

of Alberta studying Human Ecology. Some of their other
work can be found online at ahautemess.wordpress.com
Read: Melody

Read: Bird Songs

Memoir
As an emerging author, Valerie Anne has a memoir titled, Caution: Mermaid
Crossing—Voyages of a Motherless Daughter. Before entrepreneurship in fashion &
decor, she graduated from the Hollywood school of hard knocks where she worked in
production and as a story editor. She won writing scholarships to the Santa Barbara
Writing Conference and The Prague Summer Writing Program. Valerie Anne was
accepted for publication by HerStry for two separate essays, and sponsored on a trip to
Italy September 2019 to share her workshop, “Living and Healing Through Color”. She
lives in Santa Barbara California where she has survived breast cancer.
Read: He’s on Top of the World and I’m Not

Photography
Abubakar Sadiq Mustapha is a poet, storyteller, documentary

Carl Scharwath, has appeared globally with 170+ journals

photographer and community developer. Experienced in using books,
photography, and arts in driving social change from girl-child education,
gender-based violence to youth participation in politics. He curated the
Abubakar Gimba literacy campaign to immortalize the memory, works, and
legacies of the late writer and scholar, a program where school students
gained experiential exposure in meeting authors, change-makers, works of
the late writer, and a library tour. He is project lead for The Lapai
Bookclub's mobile library and school, a project that takes reading and arts
to grassroot communities in Northern Nigeria. His works has appeared in
several print and online publications, including Ebedi Review , The Song
Is, The Nigeria Review, The Shallow Tale Magazine and elsewhere.
Recently three of his photographs were exhibited by photocare4africa in
Abuja Nigeria.

Carl Scharwath Photographies: Birthplace, Room 43,

Abubakar Sadiq Mustapha Photographies: Beat and heart, Sound of

Life, Sound of Time, Standing the Heat

selecting his poetry, short stories, interviews, essays, plays or
art. Three poetry books Journey to Become Forgotten (Kind
of a Hurricane Press) Abandoned (Scars Tv) and Lake County
Poets Anthology have been published. His first photography
book was published by Praxis. His photography was also
exhibited in the Mount Dora Center for The Arts and
Leesburg Center for The Arts galleries. Carl is the art editor
for Minute Magazine (USA,) has a monthly interview column
with the Venetian Bay Neighbors Magazine, a competitive
runner, and a 2nd degree black- belt in Taekwondo.

Abandon, Who is Real, Reflections, Telos

Nonfiction
Paul Lewellan lives and gardens on the banks of the Mississippi River.
When the COVID numbers spike, he shelters in place with his wife Pamela, his
Shi Tzu Mannie, and their ginger tabby Sunny. He has recently published fiction
in October Hill, The Sock Drawer, Statement 2020, Erozone, and White Wall
Review.
Read: Marian of Two Minds
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Àkpà Árinzèchukwu is an Igbo writer. Their work has appeared in Kenyon
Review, Prairie Schooner, The Southampton Review, Sou’wester, Adda, Fourteen
Poems, Arc Poetry, Poetry Review, Ake Review, Poetry Column, Clavmag, Malarkey,
Trampset& elsewhere. They are a 2021 HUES scholar, and a finalist for 2020 Black
Warriors Review Fiction Contest.
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“The artist is both a teacher
and a witness”

I

t is hot today. Which means that I am hot, out of the hospital, taking a lukewarm
beverage, ‘expecting some sorts of enlightenment – to see God at some point,’ as Eddie
Saint-James put it in his gorgeous interview with the Libretto team for this issue:

Temptation. This enlightenment is what I seek going through the works that make it into this beautiful
anthology. What we have about this theme is a wide range of experiences that have influenced the
artists into producing their different masterpieces. I am at once the writer Nwabuisi Kenneth mentions
in his story, Bird Songs, bleeding inside, and acknowledging that ‘an empty space is also a place,’ that the
artist as a person is intentional, every blank space is a gesture towards wonder or wreckage. It is
Lauren Scharhag’s poem, Magic Eye, that agrees with Aristotle, that ‘poetry… is a more philosophical
and higher thing than history: for poetry tends to express the universal, history the particular.’ As
someone who’s diagnosed with astigmatism too, reading and existing in this poem brings me to the
fact that everything is possible, and everything is not. One day we have the light, another day we don’t.
We are all being tested. But how are we coping or surviving or giving in to temptations?
When you catch my eye, I take off my glasses. That way,
there’s nothing between us. Sometimes, I like things
to be not too distinct, like an impressionist painting. Light
and color and mood more important than detail.
The persona who has a refractive error goes through a day’s long of wishes, and as if tired of
trying to get the lights coordinated gives in to the darkness, because ‘infinity can only be seen with the
inner eye.’
When we made the open call soliciting works revolving round Temptation, we didn’t know
where this would take us. But is that not the purpose of art? To bring the wretched of the earth
together and grant them solace, to satisfy the inquisitive mind, and to leave the filled empty?
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The artist is both a teacher and a witness. So when in My Mouth, a Disputed Territory, Lorelei
Bacht warns us that ‘a red apple is not to be trusted,’ we understand immediately that the poem is an
equivalent of ‘I did this so you don’t have to’ meme. The persona admitting that this is ‘a feat which I
can only achieve by keeping my mouth full’ is a testament.
It is Jan Stepa in his 1937 book, The Temptation of Modern Man, that identifies the three
temptations the modern person is faced with: temptation of bread, temptation of vanity, and the
temptation of greed – bread with reason, vanity with will, and greed with human emotions.
It’s that Time Again, Sweetheart, Ian’s piece of art declares: a sensual headless lady in a pink
corset, black hose, poised with a sword, as if she is both warring and dancing at the same time. We are
in a constant battle with ourselves and others, and whether it is both Valerie Anne Burns and Paul
Lewellen writing about lust/desires, or Fabiana Elisa Martinez writing about vanity, the approaches
employed in the interpretation of this theme leaves a reader breathless, and like the characters/figures
in these pieces, one is always wanting more or at the verge of wonder. And as if this is not enough Carl
Scharwath holds a mirror for us to see our Reflections and encounter ourselves as both mortals and
divine beings obsessed with beauty and its antics. Who is real? Scharwath’s next piece asks – a mixed
media of one containing multitudes, paying tribute to Lewellen’s Marian of Two Minds. In this pieces we
encounter the constant struggle between the modern person and their othered self. It begs to know who
the real “I” in a sentence is – between the person tweeting and the person tweeted, who is real? How
do we satisfy the pleasures of the multitudes we carry in us? Cecilia Martinez’s Rotten Apples (mixed
media) doesn’t answer this question but rather gives a perspective on how to indulge our multitudes.
Two women, one a nun, maybe, are naked under an apple tree, kneeling and are in rhythm with their
sexuality. Perhaps the bunnies on the tree is the answer we seek, that one can be one thing and other
without jeopardising the other. At the far left of the artwork, a human hand gestures the peace sign.
For Martinez, the flesh feeds the spiritual. Martin Dosek’sAmor, agrees. Temptation after all might not
be something to run away from, one can indulge it and still stay in affinity with the othered selves or one
could be consumed by the feral sword of YohanesSoubirius De Santo’s Ego Hegemony.
Akpa Arinzechukwu
June 17th, 2021
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In conversation with
Eddie Saint-Jean

Eddie Saint-Jean is an artist who combines his background in moving image and
photography to produce original works all influenced by Freudian theories of the
Uncanny, which relates to how homely, everyday items and subjects have unhomely,
eerie or uncanny elements. His main focus is the urban uncanny and the cinematic
uncanny. He believes both of these provide striking imagery layered with elements
from the unconscious. Often these two concepts combine - as they do in this latest
work Vertigo which is currently in an exhibition at Gallery 54, Mayfair, London.
Another of his photographic works ‘Queen’ was selected for the I Matter exhibition in
Ely, Cambridgeshire, UK in May 2021. This exhibition sought positive images of what
it is to be a black person after the George Floyd killing in the USA and the rise of the
Black Lives Matter movement. 'Queen' is certainly a positive image; it shows the
evolution of a black woman from a carnival beauty queen in her late teens with her
whole life ahead of her, expressed in those hopeful eyes.
Woven into the background imagery, she is a middle-aged mother with a life well
lived. She reminisces on the past but embraces her future with power, pride and
strength. She believes she is even more of a queen today, beyond her past
attractiveness, because of her struggles and achievements in the real world.
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JVC: Hello, Eddie. We are beyond pleased to have you join us.
EDDIE: And I am honoured to be interviewed by Libretto Magazine.
JVC: What prompted you to become a visual artist and when did you
first realize you wanted to be an artist?
EDDIE: I can’t pinpoint the exact transition but I went from a promoter of
art to a creator. I have always been fascinated with creating in some form or
another but I actually started off running a gallery in North London and
doing artist PR as well as writing art reviews for magazines. But also, all the
while I was a part of the London filmmaking community, writing and
directing experimental films. These art films evolved into my art practice, as I
began to produce video art and video installation, as well as photographic
works.
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I believe myself
to be a
‘storyteller with
a camera.
Interviewed by John Vincent Chizoba

2

JVC: In relation to your career as a
Filmmaker and Photographer, what
inspired your choice of career?
EDDIE: My fascination with moving
image and still image evolved in different
worlds. My love of cinema led to a desire
to understand all elements of film
aesthetics, practice and theory. Directors
such as Jean Luc-Goddard, Alfred
Hitchcock, David Lynch, Stanley Kubrick,
Woody Allen, Tarantino and Spike Lee
were a major influence. My early
photography was in part an offshoot of
my video art. I sought to manipulate the
moving image - freezing, layering and
digitally manipulating it and incorporating
photographic processes. Aside from this I
was curious about the differences between
moving and still image. I wanted to
examine the composition, framing and
aesthetics of both.
JVC: What do you like most about
being a photographer/filmmaker and
how far do you imagine yourself going
with your craft in the nearest future?

For me a creative photographer/filmmaker is
essentially a storyteller. It’s up to you how
much of the story you want to be easily
understood.
LIBRETTO MAGAZINE
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EDDIE:
For
me
a
creative
photographer/filmmaker is essentially a
storyteller. It’s up to you how much of
the story you want to be easily
understood. That’s what I love about it.
The creative freedom and the mysterious
layers you can apply to your work. I enjoy
floating between the realms of neotraditionalism by subverting Baroque,
Rococo and Byzantine art in my practice
and then going full-blown experimental,
sometimes within the same piece.
Essentially, combining the familiar and
unfamiliar to an ‘uncanny’ degree. In the
future I will continue to have exhibitions
of my video art, video installations and
photographic work but also continue to
direct feature films with uncanny themes.

TEMPTATION
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JVC: How does Photography and Filmmaker help you relate with your immediate environment and the
society at large in terms of passing information to a larger audience out there?
EDDIE: I am lucky enough to work as a journalist, writing mainly about arts and culture but also politics, the
environment, history and community. My job involves video reports and also photography and the essence of this
work is clear factual information. It’s important that communication is never artsy or vague. As an artist it’s the
exact opposite, but you are still a communicator. I enjoy both of these worlds but have learned there are different
ways to convey the messages depending on the audience.
JVC: What makes a good picture stand out from the average and what roles do color grading,
composition, and the choice of camera or lens play in this?
EDDIE: Gut instinct for a good shot is more
important than all the lenses and gear in your kitbox.
How many times have you seen a randomly taken
but creatively inspired snap that makes you gasp in
awe but the most well prepared shot can leave you
dry because of its lack of originality, power and
passion? But you definitely need knowledge of
composition and framing - your gut feeling will only
get you so far if you don’t know the basics of how
to handle a camera. Colour grading is important in
digital art and photography for evoking certain
sensory responses from your audience - it’s the same
with moviemaking. Horror films and thrillers, for
example, have a distinct colour grading palette for
these purposes. It’s an art within itself.

Themes about the environment and nature are common
in my photographic and filmwork. My ‘Uncanny’ series
of photographic works show a model wearing a
strangemask and is shot in London’s idyllic secluded
nature spots.

JVC: If you were asked to pack your gear
impromptu for a trip (depends on the kind of
photography involved) what will be the gear
that would go on that trip withyou?
EDDIE: My type of art is very raw and visceral
(even though it has ironic intellectual elements). I
work from my unconscious (or as close as
possible) so only travel with a skeleton kit so I can
grab an idea from the ether free from the confines
of tripods, lenses and such like. For example, I’m
more likely to capture something randomly on
anything from a Super 8 camera to a mobile phone
and produce abstract digital imagery from that. So
it really depends on the idea I am working on.
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JVC: How does being a photographer and
filmmaker enhance your interactions with the
society, nature, and the environment, especially
as it relates to humanity and the act of creation?
EDDIE: Themes about the environment and nature
are common in my photographic and film work. My
‘Uncanny’ series of photographic works show a
model wearing a strange mask and is shot in London’s
idyllic secluded nature spots. It’s a comment about
the ironic abundance of nature and the environment
during the Covid crisis and also how the Covid face
masks are a metaphor for the masking of ourselves in
society. The pandemic was a testing time but it also
made society go through an uncomfortable upheaval
that made us reconsider our attitudes to those closest
to us, the wider global community and the
environment.
JVC: According to Roger Deakins, there are some
ostentatious shots or lightings on set that draw
attention to itself, how do you manage to get this
kind of ostentatious lighting to create the perfect
shot?
EDDIE: I’m glad you mentioned that because I have
always sought unusual but natural light sources or
even lens flares or vignettes of natural shadows that
add a timely focus to my subject. I have done this
because as mentioned earlier I believe myself to be a
‘storyteller with a camera’ and therefore committed to
highlighting my characters accordingly and offering
only subtle pointers as regards the ‘story’s’ plot or
purpose.
JVC: As a photographer and filmmaker, whose
work has influenced you the most?
EDDIE: Stanley Kubrick was both a filmmaker and
photographer and I admire the eerie grandeur in his
work. He is the director I most associate with
psychologist Sigmund Freuds’ theories of the
Uncanny which look for uncanny or eerie elements in
everyday subjects.
JVC: Among all your works, which is your
favorite? The one you can go back to see several
times and why?
EDDIE: Actually, I have learned that even though
technology gives you a big leap forward in one sense,
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EDDIE: With me, it’s usually my most recent
creation because of the soul-wrenching nature of the
work and emotional attachment. I do not decide to
do any new work lightly so I believe every new work
is almost a part of my soul. This latest photographic
work is called Queen and is a digitally manipulated
photo of my sister holding a photo of herself as a
beauty queen in her twenties. That work says so
much; it shows her evolution from a bright-eyed
young model to a middle-aged mother and NHS
administrator who was on the frontline during the
Covid 19 pandemic. It has many depths and layers
and I have created an almost collage-like surrealist
mix of imagery to show these layers. It has been
selected for the I Matter exhibition at The Babylon
Gallery, Ely, Cambridgeshire, UK, in May 2021.
JVC: What has been your greatest success story
practicing filmmaking and photography in the
UK?
EDDIE: I have written and directed a thriller feature
film called Blackout which was screened at
international film festivals. But to be honest my
proudest success was something smaller but just as
significant in other ways. I combined my photography
and filmmaking skills for my Vertigo video
installation and photography exhibitions in April 2021
which reworked a famous disorientating zoom used in
Alfred Hitchock’s movie Vertigo. I went to a local
rooftop car park in Stratford, East London and
recreated this Vertigo zoom from this new
perspective. The Vertigo photography was on show at
The Space In Between exhibition in Mayfair, London
April 2021 and the Facade exhibition in Hackn
ey, London, April 2021 on the anniversary of Alfred
Hitchcock’s death. As previously mentioned, he is
one of my favourite directors.
JVC: In every career, there is a need for
advancement, to follow up with the trends of the
moment as technology improves or evolves. In
this regards, what are the most advanced skills
you have acquired as a filmmaker and
photographer
it’s not the be all. Over the years, I have discovered
you can make something technically perfect - yet it
can still be dry, bland and meaningless. The greatest
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skills I have developed have come through failure
and repetition rather than any particular
technological advance. Film director Robert
Rodriguez made many short films before finding
success with his self made feature film El Mariachi
but he later produced a 10 Minute Film School
where he said that everything you need to know
about filmmaking can be learned in 10 minutes.
It’s just not true. Did his numerous short films
where he learned his craft take 10 years or 10
minutes? The ugly truth about this glamorous craft
called filmmaking is that it takes years, is hard and
gruelling with little signs of success for most
people even when your craft is mastered.
JVC: How would you describe your kind of
photography and filmmaking? What makes it
stands out from the rest in terms of aesthetic
and appearances?

uncanny in the familiar and homely. All my work
follows that philosophy.
JVC: Art in its totality is not perfect and it can be
viewed differently by various people in terms of
its form, intent, and appeal. How do you handle
it when critics and the audience misunderstand
your artistic vision?
EDDIE: I totally get that and accept it. You know
why? My full-time job as an art critic was to do just
that. I criticised (and praised) all kinds of artists but
those at the more experimental end will inevitably get
the worst stick because their creative visions are
boundless and ignore common tastes and
conventions. Installation artists are open targets in
this respect and my work involves video installation
so I guess I am going to get criticised or
misunderstood too.

EDDIE: Both my films and photography have an
Uncanny element. I am not being big-headed here by
referring to my work as Uncanny with a capital U.
This refers to Sigmund Freud’s theory of the
Uncanny in aesthetics which sought out the eerie and
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JVC: If you had to pick a picture from all the
pictures you have taken, which one describes
your entire life in one shot?
EDDIE: The closest to that would be a photograph I
did for my Vertigo series which shows a black male at
the top of a stairway looking down. It has an almost
spectral element. It reminds me of someone who has
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reached some sort of apex or milestone in life - he
may just have got older and had kids. He’s expecting
some sort of enlightenment - to see God at some
point. But he realises it’s just him up there - and he
doesn’t quite get it. Maybe one day he will see God.
He needs to understand the ‘why’ behind his
existence to give his life and death meaning but life
just seems to be an ongoing staircase with different
floors
JVC: What are the moments you look forward to
capturing in your lifetime through your art and
those you are proud to have captured?
EDDIE: I am planning some neo-classical Byzantine
style imagery featuring manipulated photos of
members of my family and I am looking forward to
this for both personal and creative reasons. As
regards those I am proud to have already captured, I
EDDIE: Take loads of photos. I am not being
funny. You just need to get stuck in. You soon learn
the good from the bad. And also you learn a certain
William Shakespeare quote to be true: ‘Fair is foul and
foul is fair.’ Which basically means sometimes the bad
practices, where you have broken all the technical
rules produce your best work. On the other hand, the
tried and tested, safe, technically sound shot can
produce your most stale and tired images. But you
only learn this through lucky accidents and the
incidence of those accidents is related to how many
photos you take. So get cracking!
JVC: What are things you wish someone had told
you when you started out as a photographer and
a filmmaker?
EDDIE: I wish there were less people telling you
how magical and glamorous it is and more people
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generally appreciate the crazy courage involved in
being a creative photographer - going out at times
when people prefer to be snuggled up at home
watching TV and travelling to unusual or special
locations. So in that regard, it’s the ones that bring
out the adventure in me that I appreciate the most
because they live long in the memory. My Uncanny
series of photos in Hampstead Gardens and Pergola,
London, which was once the property of a bohemian
aristocrat, and the same photoshoot at the gothic
ruins of St Dunstans Church, Tower Hill, London
stand out because of this. But moreover, those photos
captured a moment in British history - London
gripped by the Covid19 pandemic so that gives them
extra importance and relevance.
JVC: What's the one advice you would give to
someone who wants to become a Photographer?
telling you the years it will take to develop your craft.
Yes, I wish someone had pointed out the not so
attractive gruelling hours of work involved in creating
impactful moving images and still images. No more
instant success 10 Minute Film Schools on Youtube.
Those film schools only work if you have already shot
dozens of short films and want to learn a little extra.
My first few films were terrible. I had friends who
started making films at the same time as me and their
work was similarly so unrewarding that they soon
gave up. What they needed was a hard-nosed mentor
to warn them they had little chance of becoming the
next Tarantino in six months so had better get a good
day job to pay the bills while they chased their
ambition. But this warts and all creative journey with
all its stumbles feeds the soul in a positive way and
will prove invaluable to those seeking a life well lived.
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Magic Eye

Lauren Scharhag

Magic Eye

Poetry

Lauren Scharhag
USA

When you catch my eye, I take off my glasses. That way,
there’s nothing between us. Sometimes, I like things
to be not too distinct, like an impressionist painting. Light
and color and mood more important than detail. I collect
Catholic kitsch, telling myself it’s ironic. St. Lucy with her eyes
on a plate. Baron Samedi with his broken sunglasses. I hold
eggs up to the light. I buy a house. Take a pregnancy test.
If a virgin can conceive, why not someone with no uterus?
I watch the minute hand, but it moves so slowly, I never quite
catch it. I take up yoga and time-lapse photography.
I search the light trails. I search the Crayola scribblings
of my nieces and nephews, hoping they will reveal something,
like those old Magic Eye posters. I could never see anything
in those either. Astigmatism. Light splinters in my vision.
My neighbor keeps chickens in a coop under her back deck. She
lets them out sometimes to flutter around the yard. They have no
concept of roads or jokes, of what came first; no notion of what
their entrails might disclose. I host a dinner party. Shuffle the cards,
pretend that I don’t know that hearts correspond to cups, try not to
think about emptiness. Attend a meditation retreat where emptiness
is the point. Start eating arugula, almost zero calories, praying for
the void to enter me. Find a god’s eye in the woods, purple yarn
dangling from the naked tree branches. A way into the labyrinth.
I need eye drops in ragweed season. Grumble about the clothes
the kids are wearing these days. Build a birdhouse. Buy seed.
Cry so easily. I stand at the mouth of a forest path, where the trees
form a tunnel, trying to see if it leads somewhere other than to
asphalt and traffic lights flashing red, trying to find the pattern
in chicken scratch. In the summer, I will stand at the other end,
chasing mirages on ozone red-alert days. I think I have loved
more than I have been loved, but there’s no reliable metric.
I hold Easter eggs up to the light. They lull me with their pastel
facades and promises of sweets. You have to carve your own path
to the center of God’s eye. Mark the way with purple yarn, hoping
someone will follow. A demon-red fox prowls in the undergrowth,
eyes yellow-green. Stop go yield. I plan baby showers for all
my friends. I plan kids’ birthday parties. Deviled eggs are my
signature dish. I tattoo myself with rabbits, with hearts and bones.
This is my only home so might as well feather the nest, even if I
dwell here alone. Look forward to Bloody Marys and mimosas.
Paint roses red. Build a pit for us to gather around the holy fire.
My journey has only just begun. My glasses discarded on the
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bedside table. I don my sleep mask, craving perfect darkness.
Infinity can only be seen with the inner eye.

Lauren Scharhag (she/her) is an associate editor for GLEAM: Journal of the Cadralor, and the
author of thirteen books, including Requiem for a Robot Dog (Cajun Mutt Press) and Languages, First
and Last (Cyberwit Press). Her work has appeared in over 150 literary venues around the world.
Recent honors include the Seamus Burns Creative Writing Prize and multiple Best of the Net and
Pushcart Prize nominations. She lives in Kansas City, MO. To learn more about her work,
visit: http://www.laurenscharhag.blogspot.com
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Lauren Scharhag

Theoxenia Acadralor

Theoxenia

a cadralor

Poetry

Lauren Scharhag
USA

1. Mammogram
There is a locker room where I get undressed, leave my clothes
folded and hung in a steel box. Don the pink gown. My breast flattened
between two plastic plates, fileted and butterflied, served up on a bed of radiation.
I await judgment.
2. Cowbirds
Pastures on either side of the highway throng with yellow-legged cattle egrets.
In medians, they trail mowers, catching grasshoppers churned up by the blades.
Perched on the backs of bulls, picking ticks off hides. Sated, pure white bodies
unfold themselves skyward, to return to the wetlands.
3. Fukushima
Alarmed by reports of mutated daisies,
you bring me a bottle of iodine tablets to protect
the delicate twin lobes of my thyroid. You ignore
the aspartame-laced drinks I consume, the Red Dye 40 snacks.
4. Hospitality
Our apartment on Cathedral Square was an island adrift on a sea of indigence.
They’d break into the lobby to have a place to sleep out of the cold.
We’d leave packages of food on the low wall flanking the tow zone,
like an offering. You never know what form the divine takes.
5. Henderson Beach
I leave the water and peel off my suit to find kelp and sargassum
garlanding my skin, green and brown cursive
marking me with the language of the deep.
These legs, like everything else, are temporary.

Lauren Scharhag (she/her) is an associate editor for GLEAM: Journal of the Cadralor, and the
author of thirteen books, including Requiem for a Robot Dog (Cajun Mutt Press) and Languages, First
and Last (Cyberwit Press). Her work has appeared in over 150 literary venues around the world.
Recent honors include the Seamus Burns Creative Writing Prize and multiple Best of the Net and
Pushcart Prize nominations. She lives in Kansas City, MO. To learn more about her work,
visit: http://www.laurenscharhag.blogspot.com
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In the Eyes

Cecilia Martinez

Visual Art

In the Eyes

Cecilia Martinez
USA

REVIEW
Humans are blind to their own shortcomings while
they criticize others. Nobody is made perfect even
though we are said to be in image of God. "In the
eyes" preaches irony. When we think we have our
eyes open, we can as well be blind to our own
errors. The painting is rendered in a peculiar
caricature.
–Adenifuja Adetokunbo
Visual Art Editor

11x14 inches Mixed Media

Cecilia Martinez has always had a love for the arts, especially the written word. She is an established and published
writer and poet, with her work being recognized all over the world, from New York to the Philippines. But it wasn’t until
her father’s unexpected death as a result of what was later determined to be a homicide in September 2015 that she became
completely immersed in the visual arts as a therapeutic outlet and a form of self-expression to cope with his loss. While still
relatively new to the art scene, she has already has had her work exhibited in a number of venues since October 2016,
including LITM in Jersey Cityand the NAWA Gallery in New York City.
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Having The Wherewithal

Pam Knapp

Having the Wherewithal

Fiction

Pam Knapp
UK

S

he liked the cabin. A single room with a stone hearth flanked with plenty of firewood,
timber floors with fur rugs. Simple furniture: a bed, a rocker, a table. Out back, yellowing
leaves of birch and poplar shed their dappled shade across a porch, casting a host of

brindled stars through the windows. Here, she was certain, her muse would come.
To stave off the late afternoon chill, she lit a fire, made coffee and set about ordering her notes.
She ought not to get distracted by the beauty of the place. But it was irresistible, timeless. Few other
places had its rugged grandeur. Deeply fissured trunks covered with wizened burrs gave the trees a
gnarled and ancient appearance, the essence of wilderness she so craved.
Out on the porch, she basked in the autumn gold of the forest. It was then that the dog came. It
sat right by the back door. A docile specimen that bent its head at her gaze. It lay submissively, tail
wagging, waiting. She looked about and called ‘Hello!’ for an owner. The dog looked around too,
ears pricked, listening expectantly. Nothing.
‘Go home, go on! Shoo!’The dog’s tail wagged harder. A whine of restraint mewled from his
muzzle, but it didn’t move.
The evening wore on, words fell from pen to page: Red velvet apparel. A damsel in need of
tutoring. ‘Oh, your eyes…’, ‘Your mouth…’ A little cliché but it serves a certain readership. She
sighed, bored.
‘Are you still there, Dog?’
The unmistakable pounding of tail answered. ‘There’s nothing here for you. Go home.’ A
whimper signalled the resettling of dog on the porch.
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Nightfall cloaked the outside with pitch. So far from town, they were undisturbed by suburban
light. The full moon did its best to illuminate the darkness, but the gloom of the forest resisted. The
day had been long and hunger pangs stirred her to her feet. She looked again for the dog. Still there.
She let it in. It sat, quite at home, by the fireside, with its doleful eyes steadfastly upon her. She
stroked its long ears, its long snout bristling with whiskers. It was reassuring not to be quite so alone
in the dark.
Dreams tumbled in her head that night. She dreamt of a sensuous lover, of limbs entwined, of
lipsbrushing soft skin, of caresses. She thought she’d heard the dog growling. She listened hard but
heard only the soothing hush of leaves, tremulous on branches and the dulcet seductions of her
paramour.
Morning brought grizzled light and rain. Her lacerated sheets were smeared with bloody grime
sticking to her in weighty clumps. Stinging claw marks etched her body as blood mingled with the
mire of the forest and the acrid pungency of sodden dog.
The dog’swarm pelt barely contained the purple viscera that burgeoned from its underbelly.
Spilling from its body, entrails settled gelatinously against her. She licked her sticky fingers and
sighed.

Pam Knapp lives in the UK’s rolling countryside of the Sussex Downs, close enough to London to feel the
heat, far enough away to avoid being burnt. Optimism is her greatest asset. Her writing can be found in Dreich
Magazine, Green Ink Poetry, Owl Hollow Press and Lucent Dreaming, amongst others.
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Like a shade of sawn

Anne Leigh Parrish

like a shade of dawn

Poetry

anne leigh parrish
USA

in shadow the glow is soft
in sunlight it’s hard candy
a room in a house through
trees with a purple-pink light
you can’t read by it
draw by it
knit a sweater or
darn a sock
you can lie, though, surrounded
by how it makes you feel
which is . . . ?
poised
ready to embark
with the color inside
draped on a rib
rising &falling
with the breath
this is a shade for
adventure
discovery
movement
slow glides & small
stops
this is the color of someone
ready to leave it all behind

Award-winning writer Anne Leigh Parrish has two new titles coming from Unsolicited Press: the moon won’t be
dared, a poetry collection, October 2021; and an open door, a novel, October 2022. Her latest novel, a winter night,
released in March 2021 from Unsolicited Press, is the most recent installment in her popular Dugan Family story. She is
the author of seven other books and lives in the South Sound Region of Washington State. Find her online at her
website, Twitter, Facebook, Medium, Instagram, LinkedIn, and Goodreads.
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Beat and Heart

Sadiq Mustapha

Beat and Heart

Photography

Sadiq Mustapha
Nigeria

Abubakar Sadiq Mustapha is a poet, storyteller, documentary photographer and community developer. Experienced

in using books, photography, and arts in driving social change from girl-child education, gender-based violence to youth
participation in politics. He curated the Abubakar Gimba literacy campaign to immortalize the memory, works, and legacies
of the late writer and scholar, a program where school students gained experiential exposure in meeting authors, changemakers, works of the late writer, and a library tour. He is project lead for The Lapai Bookclub's mobile library and school, a
project that takes reading and arts to grassroot communities in Northern Nigeria. His works has appeared in several print
and online publications, including Ebedi Review , The Song Is, The Nigeria Review, The Shallow Tale Magazine and
elsewhere. Recently three of his photographs were exhibited by photocare4africa in Abuja Nigeria.
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Bird Songs

Nwabuisi Kenneth

Bird Songs

Fiction

Nwabuisi Kenneth
Nigeria

E

mpty space.
A writer stares into space. Words form in his mind. He opens his mouth to sing
like a bird. His heart beats a thousand folds. He swallows hard. There’s no story.

He gasps.

No story, but something bleeds inside. An empty space is also a place; in it, he sees a pen
bleeding blood. Like every other human, he tries to contain the flowing blood by wiping it and
laying it upside down so his story begins from where it ends.
Space.
What reminds a writer of songs when he writes? He remembers that Ocean Youg tells us
that the past tense of sing is not singed, just the way the past tense of dying is not died. Our writer
weeps, trying to fix a past tense to his mother’s death. He unplugs his handkerchief from his
backpack and wipes his eyes. After that, he tucks it back, bearing the temptation to cry.
Because one thing about temptation is that it holds on, and because you hardly begin a
rational sentence with ‘because,’ you try to hold it in, maybe considering the fact that you are never
allowed to tell us why but how.
How a writer’s story comes to be. How there’s no single story in this writer’s story.
Our writer ensconces himself on the edge of a cliff and types his first sentence:
When the muse is due, you drift at the edge of a cliff…
He cleans, slashing off all the word’s throat by hitting the backspace button.
The clock on the wall ticks. He tries to identify the words he has heard and tries to weave
them into a story. A story – whole and full – quivering in the annals of his heart.
This is what temptation does; it first hits you with a state of helplessness. You can’t help it
because you are the only one who understands. You are the only who knows fully the repercussions
of choosing one over another. You are the only who has, in the past, mastered the arts of the act.
You are the only one who now sees the writer as he gropes about his keyboard, and after several
nods, he delivers:
I died on the hospital bed.
He flinches, our writer hasn’t been thinking of dying. Maybe we know him more than he
knows himself.
Space.
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He looks at the sentence his lucidity produced. He can’t slash his sentence, maybe we have a
story in the writer’s head, and maybe that’s why writers are told not to wait for their muses before
they write. Our writer sucks his tongue and doodles over the laptop’s screen and the keyboard
clatters.
He writes, he sings like a cheerful bird. Uninhibited. He sings of death and life. Of the lonely
manner of dying. Where does one go when he dies? He writes without dialogue, they say compelling
stories are written with no dialogues, they are unapologetic and undecided. They seek no reproach,
like temptation; like seeking to die alone, like drawing a semi-colon on your wrists.
Our writer never stops; he draws in a heavy breath and looks steady. An eye brow drops,
forming a hiccup to his sight. He fights every urge to pull the string over, despite its ability to get on
his sight. He blinks first to clear his sight; he blinks again, then again. He focuses.
After the first three paragraphs, he leaves; because the only way a writer reaches a
compromise to draw his inspiration is by leaving and never hoping to return. He leaves and hangs
on there and never wanting to return. Maybe that’s what a good story does to its readers; it stretches,
dancing out wide. It flings its flapping feathers to unknown environs, many see it as rambling done
over an ill-weathered situation, or a waste of words, but our writer writes instead, word by word,
containing every urge to stop.
He sits up, his back an arching beam placed over a four-legged wood, he bleeds. His bosom
aches. He tells us the best way to write is to empty our heart out entirely, just like the best way to die
is to draw irreplaceable traces of lines on your wrist, but by living, by enduring and not hurting a life
you should have helped preserve.
To write is to create a life and to die is not preserving a life. Why does poetry only seek to
create? Why does dying seem impossible at life’s best? To live is to heal and not dying, and that is
why our writer observes just the story in this story and a poet squirms at its lyrics, its beat; and its
language.
You don’t seek to extract language from poetry, that’s why you can’t extract stream of
consciousness from a story, despite the urge; the craving to do so. Because the only way to sing is to
write first, and the only way to write well is by mastering the arts of singing. Music sure does to the
soul what water does to life, but a story feeds it, it places a bowl of eba in it and moulds it into heavy
chunks.
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Our writer continues about life in the dark, how you grope about like blind cautious bats
when you are in darkness. Our singing writer flaps his feather and flew away to a certain tree,
standing opposite a window which helps a room gain its luminance.
Our bird writer witnesses the dusk, of an evening sun receding under a distant mango tree.
His eyes flounce to the window’s pavement. On it lines a toothbrush, a discarded rosary and a bible
coated brown by dust.
Inside, is a man standing over the door and a teenage girl kneeling on the floor. The floor is
wet, the rug’s greenish colour is getting deep, you’ll think, if you are so naïve, that the girl has
urinated on the floor, but how can the melanin coloured girl, tall, and big as our girl urinate on
herself.
Our bird writer is singing and observing, at the girls back, he sees a blood patch at her
buttock’s side where she sprawls on. They are talking, our writer can’t hear them, but by their
demeanor he is singing of what happens on a blank space. He sings of many things. He sings of life,
child molestation, of rape, because if you are told to decipher the language of poetry as our writes
uses to sing,
You will say the girl is raped and the man over the door is her uncle, or male relation in the
girl’s life, her boyfriend even, or you can say our girl is the prettiest you have ever seen and the man
is the beast in her life. Isn’t that how the story has always gone in the literati? About sexual violence
or rape.
The man, stands at the door, looking. Our bird looks too. He talks to our girl and our girl
toys with her laps while on the floor.
You are going to read the languages of the writer and you are going to decipher it, maybe
while reading it, pay closer attention to these words, in it lays a deeply structured meaning. Here are
the words as you’ll soon discover. Read it with a slight carefulness in your hearts:
The girl was employed as a house-help by a work agent; she entered the house on a Friday
morning. The day was bright and windy. She sat on the sitting room, waiting for the man of the
house to arrive; it was his wife she had first met. So she waited on the sofa, while waiting, the door
banged closed.
On the door was our man of the house. The man she once knew, the man she would forever
wish to be hers all her life, and he was now the man of the house. The man she was to call sir every
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morning, serve his meals, wash his clothes and clean his house everyday had being the man she first
knew, they were childhood sweethearts.
The memories – of the umbrella they shared on rainy days as they headed home together, of
using their white school uniforms to pad their school backpacks so the rain wouldn’t drench their
books, the running under a roofed uncompleted building to avoid the rain when it had gotten heavy
and the egg roll they shared together, which they used its cellophane as a makeshift condom
for protection on the first day they made love – came flooding in.
Living with these memories became hard for her. She was always under a temptation of
some sort, to hold all of this man in her mouth. Most times, she got hold of his dick inside his
bedroom when the madam of the house was inside the bathroom. Then she was with him, once she
heard madam’s footsteps, she waddled off the room. After the madam finished and left for an
engagement, their bodies struck in a visceral moment so intimate. It was in the room, they danced to
the beat their body produced, or probably to the melodious one our writer sings.
The dance move changed just as when it became imminent that the music has changed. Our
girl became Eve, and then the man of the house was Adam. Eve gave Adam the forbidden fruit, he
ate; they ate and lost consciousness of any sense of nakedness, they grope about in shame. Her
menstruation flowed, staining her cursive gown.
Space.
This is what happens after you give in to temptation, you become flushed, weak, and
directionless. Every sense of ambition vanishes. And you sit up, straight. Just like our writer sits
staring into space.
Our writer stifles a yawn, the kind that gets your ears ringing, before he stands and walks
away. Somewhere between his mattress and his study table, he turns to look, to listen to his song
once more and his gaze catches yours, just as you are looking at him now, staring into space, trying
to find a story in this story.

Nwabuisi Kenneth is a student of English and literary studies at the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He has works of
fiction in online magazine and anthologies such as: Kalahari reviews , Libretto magazine, Boys are not stones anthology II,
Rape rages 2019 and elsewhere. You can reach him via WhatsApp +2347015002556 or email at
nwabuisikenneth081@gmail.com
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Alone

Cecilia Martinez

Visual Art

Alone

Cecilia Martinez
USA

REVIEW
"Alone" is a work of Art that explores the darkness
that is solitude, how it is the gateway to depression.
The earth is in distortion and even the moon is
gloomy. Loneliness and depression leads to suicide,
something that is rampant among the youngsters of
nowadays. The artist has illustrated a scene that
captures the situation at hand.
–Adenifuja Adetokunbo

Visual Art Editor

8x10 inches Mixed Media

Cecilia Martinez has always had a love for the arts, especially the written word. She is an established and published
writer and poet, with her work being recognized all over the world, from New York to the Philippines. But it wasn’t until
her father’s unexpected death as a result of what was later determined to be a homicide in September 2015 that she became
completely immersed in the visual arts as a therapeutic outlet and a form of self-expression to cope with his loss. While still
relatively new to the art scene, she has already has had her work exhibited in a number of venues since October 2016,
including LITM in Jersey City and the NAWA Gallery in New York City.
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Yohanes Soubirius De Santo

Switch Function

Visual Art

Switch Function

Yohanes Soubirius De Santo
Indonesia

REVIEW
Switch function is an apt pen illustration of mother
and their versatility. While their children are their
priorities, they engage in works to feed them even
when the father is completely negligent. Our
mothers are our idols.

–Adenifuja Adetokunbo

Visual Art Editor

I am Yohanes Soubirius De Santo, born in Singaraja on June 24, 1998, I am a young Indonesian artist who is currently
working in the world of art, especially the world of fine arts. I come from Bali, and this is where I practice creating art,
from 2016 I just started to focus my intention on the world of art by taking art education at the Ganesha University of
Education, from here I have started to actively work until now. I have won several arts awards on a local, national, and
international scale. My inspiration in working, not far from my surroundings, I always take the topics in my work according
to what I experience or I observe what happens in my environment. I take the topic with my surroundings because I feel
that everyone's environment must be different, and from this I try to make my work something different and unique with
that topic.
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KJ Hannah Greenberg

Too Little Time

Too Little Time

Visual Art

KJ Hannah Greenberg
USA

REVIEW
Life is colourful; bright and beautiful especially when
there are riches. Here is a creative thread-work that
speaks about unpredictability of life. This work,
titled "Too little time" is a representation of life in
its temporariness.
–Adenifuja Adetokunbo

Visual Art Editor

KJ Hannah Greenberg tilts at social ills and encourages personal evolutions via poetry, prose, and visual art. Her

images have appeared in various places, including in: Bewildering Stories, Les Femmes Folles, Mused, Tuck, vox poetica,
and Yellow Mama. She uses her trusty point-and-shoot camera to capture the order of G-d's universe, and Paint 3D to
capture the chaos of her universe. Sometimes, it remains insufficient for her to sate herself by applying verbal whimsy to
pastures where gelatinous wildebeests roam or fey hedgehogs play.
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Untitled

Cecilia Martinez

Visual Art

Untitled

Cecilia Martinez
USA

REVIEW
Sometimes, pain is silent. Other times, pain is like a
sting of a scorpion that would find its way to our
throat in echo of outburst. You can't hide it. It
would announce itself with drop of salty water from
the well of one's eyes. Darkness overtakes one's life.
This work of Art depicts a depressed soul in
solitude.

–Adenifuja Adetokunbo

Visual Art Editor

18x24 inches Mixed Media

Cecilia Martinez has always had a love for the arts, especially the written word. She is an established and published
writer and poet, with her work being recognized all over the world, from New York to the Philippines. But it wasn’t until
her father’s unexpected death as a result of what was later determined to be a homicide in September 2015 that she became
completely immersed in the visual arts as a therapeutic outlet and a form of self-expression to cope with his loss. While still
relatively new to the art scene, she has already has had her work exhibited in a number of venues since October 2016,
including LITM in Jersey Cityand the NAWA Gallery in New York City.
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Photography

Reflections

Carl Scharwath

Reflections

Carl Scharwath
USA

Carl Scharwath, has appeared globally with 170+ journals selecting his poetry, short stories, interviews, essays, plays or

art. Three poetry books Journey to Become Forgotten (Kind of a Hurricane Press) Abandoned (Scars Tv) and Lake County
Poets Anthology have been published. His first photography book was published by Praxis. His photography was also
exhibited in the Mount Dora Center for The Arts and Leesburg Center for The Arts galleries. Carl is the art editor for
Minute Magazine (USA,) has a monthly interview column with the Venetian Bay Neighbors Magazine, a competitive
runner, and a 2nd degree black- belt in Taekwondo.
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Fabiana Elisa Martinez

Realizations

Fiction

Realizations

Fabiana Elisa Martinez
USA

“J

ust a glass of chardonnay for now, thank you.” Sylvia ordered without looking up
at the waiter. She had not drunk wine for lunch since last year, when in a moment of
professional exhilaration, she invited herself to a sumptuous lunch at Terzo Piano,

the fancy restaurant at the Art Institute. It was a blinding summer day in Chicago, and her interview
for the magazine with the two curators had run smoothly, almost impeccably dictated, ready for her
to transcribe it. She was sure her article would be a success and she could have it ready by midnight
if her flight to LA was not delayed. At that time, looking into the crowded terrace facing Michigan
Avenue, the wine had also been the reward she deserved because, at forty- five, she could still elicit
lusty looks from a tweeded Renaissance expert too many lustra her elder.
But today, touched by a furtive ray of Californian sun, her wine seemed more like the prelude
of the punishment she deserved for being too early to a clandestine meeting that required proper
feminine tardiness. The very first rule of civilized seduction.
“Will you wait for your… friend, madam? Or you would like to order something in the
meantime?”
“I will wait, thanks.” Sylvia dismissed the impertinent waiter who so desperately needed a
name for the relationship she still did not have with her absent lunch partner.
The illicit meeting was not a first for Sylvia. She had become attracted to the surge of
adrenaline of getting to know a new gentleman once in a while the same way most of her friends had
become addicted to cheap wine at 3pm, luxurious purses that lost their fashion prevalence in three
months, and beauty treatments that stretched their incipient sagging skin at the same pace as they
shrunk their husbands’ bank accounts. At least Sylvia’s sneaky rendezvouses made her feel
beautiful without stiches and sometimes, although rarely, increased the contents of her jewelry box.
Sylvia’s discomfort grew with every sip. She was not familiar with this glass-walled restaurant
and felt exposed and restrained. She could not turn every other minute to look at the entrance simply
because her skirt was too tight and, moreover, because she did not know the features of her new
fleeting lover. His pictures in the discreet affair website had been blurred and dubious. He seemed to
have a handsome mane of gray hear, a muscular body, and a very well-cut blue blazer. In her
silenced preliminary fantasies, he looked like a mix of Tim Roth and Liam Neeson, a dangerous devil
with an angelic smile. During their brief exchange of texts, he had proved a deep knowledge of art
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and had even mentioned Orozco as his favorite painter. For Sylvia, the abundant gray hair and the
recognition of an international artist, as superficial as it might be, were enough to initiate the
choreography that led from a first secret lunch in a restaurant that none of her friends would know
to the cotton-thread sheets in her favorite hotel.
Sylvia had a third filter to know if a lover was worth it: the book she used as a token to be
recognized when she entered the restaurant. A book is definitely much more efficient and tactful
than a red rose on a lapel. She looked at the blue book on the table and moved it away from the
condensation tears of her glass. It looked like a children’s book but, in reality, it was an erotic cartoon
created by Aude Picault about the adventures of a lascivious countess before the French revolution. If
the prospective lover expressed curiosity about the story, if he even went all the way and bought the
book before meeting Sylvia, she could be sure that things would move along placidly. The affair
would fit her like a cape of invisibility, like a sinful cocoon to shield her from organized family life,
from mortgages and driving to karate lessons, from pot lucks and golf club bills, from bottomless
discussions with the wives of her husband’s colleagues about who would win the race of middle age
and send their indigo children to the most expensive colleges.
“Is that you? What are you doing in this part of town? I could swear it was you when I came
in. Is Cindy here too?”
Sylvia’s heart summersaulted, her cheekbones tightened, and her dilated pupils got
fixed on Timmy’s smile.
“Hey… hi, Timmy. Eh, no, no! I’m waiting for a… an artist! I need to interview him… but
he’s already fifteen minutes late.” Putting words together was a good strategy. The more her
believable lie was knitted into sounds, the more her smile grew and the less her knees trembled.
“How’s everybody? I haven’t seen Cindy in weeks! Thought you were all in Mayakoba for spring
break.”
“Oh, that… no. I got caught up with work, you know. I have this new client I was meeting
today to close a deal. But he just canceled a minute ago. He said something about a medical
emergency... To tell you the truth, he really sounded like he had a severe case of constipation.”
Timmy laughed as he mumbled the last word with one hand on the side of his face. His other hand
was holding three binders full of documents.
“Tell you what. If your artist doesn’t show up and my client is sick. Let’s eat together. My
treat! Let me take these papers back to the car. I’ll be right back. Order me a glass of red,please.”
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By the time Sylvia’s lips moved rehearsing an excuse, Timmy was crossing the parking lot,
and the stiff waiter was standing at her side with his diabolic courtesy. She did not have much time.
She ordered some cabernet, put away her book, and frantically fumbled through her phone until
finding a new message on her private secret app: “Sorry, my lusty Countess. I cannot make it today.
My wife just had a heart attack.”
Sylvia did not process the tragedy of the last sentence. She had deleted the traces of her
frustrated romance from all technological niches when Timmy sat across the table and smiled at her.
At 3pm, the hour she imagined Cindy started drinking every day without Timmy fathoming
such an outrage, their lunch finished. Sylvia experienced the same elation she had felt in Chicago. The
same relief at something that seemed arduous and compulsory and had ended up shaking the tip of
her eyelashes with laughter and ease. She was more inebriated by the innocent flirtations coming
from the blonde man in front of her than from the wine. What she could not understand was
Cindy’s bitterness. The interminable whining about her boring relationship with Timmy that Sylvia
could recite by heart. Because Timmy was not onlynice and fun but he was also… quite hot.
Ten minutes later, Timmy gallantly walked her to her car and tried a very safe hug, properly
maintaining his joints at the right angle and distance from hers. “Enjoy the rest of the afternoon,” he
said. “This was much more fun than my constipated client.”
Sylvia got in the car, took off her Chloe sunglasses and put on her readers to check her phone.
A message from a number she did not recognize popped up as she turned on the engine. “There’s a
hotel in Mayakoba that has an Orozco in the lobby. I was planning to see itwith the right person.
Sorry for the fake pictures. You’re far sexier than the countess in your book.”
Sylvia looked up. Her hand raised to her chest in the ancient gesture we all have to make one
day, between our first and our last gasps for air, that unavoidable second when terror settles in the
chest. And that is what Sylvia obediently did while Timmy walked away in a silent happy dance and
put his phone in the side pocket of his English-cut blue blazer.

Fabiana Elisa Martínez is a linguist, a language teacher, and a writer. She speaks English, Spanish,
French, Portuguese, and Italian. She is the author of the short story collection 12 Random Words, and the
podcast series and grammar book Spanish 360 with Fabiana. Other short stories of hers have been
published in Rigorous Magazine, The Closed Eye Open, Ponder Review, Hindsight Magazine, The Good
Life Review, The Halcyone, Rhodora Magazine, Mediterranean Poetry and the anthology Writers of
Tomorrow. She is currently working on her first novel.
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ira joel haber

Woman in the forest

Woman in the Forest

Visual Art

ira joel habe
USA

REVIEW
Woman in the forest, portrays a lost soul. Many are
lost in the jungle of this world, trying to locate their
destinies. They strive and strive to locate the
ultimate treasure, but there is utmost despair in this
wilderness of life. It's an amazing work of Art
rendered in grotesque form.
–Adenifuja Adetokunbo

Visual Art Editor

Ira Joel Haber was born and lives in Brooklyn. He is a sculptor, painter, writer, book dealer, photographer and teacher.

His work has been seen in numerous group shows both in the USA and Europe and he has had 9 one man shows
including several retrospectives of his sculpture. His work is in the collections of The Whitney Museum Of American Art,
New York University, The Guggenheim Museum, The Hirshhorn Museum,The Albright-Knox Art Gallery & The Allen
Memorial Art Museum. Since 2006 His paintings, drawings, photographs and collages have been published in over 250 on
line and print magazines. He has received three National Endowment for the Arts Fellowships, two Creative Artists
Public Service Grant (CAPS) two Pollock-Krasner grants, two Adolph Gottlieb Foundation grants and, in 2010, he
received a grant from Artists' Fellowship Inc. in 2017 & 2018 he received the Brooklyn Arts Council SU-CASA artist-inresidence grant.
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Kj Hannah Greenberg

Wow Posies

Wow Posies

Visual Art

KJ Hannah Greenberg
USA

REVIEW
"Wow poses" is a playful colour play and
juxtaposition by the artist. It is very well
rendered for aesthetics.
–Adenifuja Adetokunbo

Visual Art Editor

KJ Hannah Greenberg tilts at social ills and encourages personal evolutions via poetry, prose, and visual art. Her

images have appeared in various places, including in: Bewildering Stories, Les Femmes Folles, Mused, Tuck, vox poetica,
and Yellow Mama. She uses her trusty point-and-shoot camera to capture the order of G-d's universe, and Paint 3D to
capture the chaos of her universe. Sometimes, it remains insufficient for her to sate herself by applying verbal whimsy to
pastures where gelatinous wildebeests roam or fey hedgehogs play.
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Kj Hannah Greenberg

Surfing Life

Surfing Life

Visual Art

KJ Hannah Greenberg
USA

REVIEW
Life is rife with mysteries and disorderliness. We
keep searching for answers to some
entanglements. We search for answers no
through science yet we are still lost in some
places. "The surfing life" like other artworks, is
passing a message to us in muted medium.
–Adenifuja Adetokunbo

Visual Art Editor

KJ Hannah Greenberg tilts at social ills and encourages personal evolutions via poetry, prose, and visual art. Her

images have appeared in various places, including in: Bewildering Stories, Les Femmes Folles, Mused, Tuck, vox poetica,
and Yellow Mama. She uses her trusty point-and-shoot camera to capture the order of G-d's universe, and Paint 3D to
capture the chaos of her universe. Sometimes, it remains insufficient for her to sate herself by applying verbal whimsy to
pastures where gelatinous wildebeests roam or fey hedgehogs play.
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Sound of Life

Sadiq Mustapha

Sound of Life

Photography

Sadiq Mustapha
Nigeria

Abubakar Sadiq Mustapha is a poet, storyteller, documentary photographer and community developer. Experienced

in using books, photography, and arts in driving social change from girl-child education, gender-based violence to youth
participation in politics. He curated the Abubakar Gimba literacy campaign to immortalize the memory, works, and legacies
of the late writer and scholar, a program where school students gained experiential exposure in meeting authors, changemakers, works of the late writer, and a library tour. He is project lead for The Lapai Bookclub's mobile library and school, a
project that takes reading and arts to grassroot communities in Northern Nigeria. His works has appeared in several print
and online publications, including Ebedi Review , The Song Is, The Nigeria Review, The Shallow Tale Magazine and
elsewhere. Recently three of his photographs were exhibited by photocare4africa in Abuja Nigeria.
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Carl Scharwath

Photography

Who is Real

Who is Real

Carl Scharwath
USA

Carl Scharwath, has appeared globally with 170+ journals selecting his poetry, short stories, interviews, essays, plays or

art. Three poetry books Journey to Become Forgotten (Kind of a Hurricane Press) Abandoned (Scars Tv) and Lake County
Poets Anthology have been published. His first photography book was published by Praxis. His photography was also
exhibited in the Mount Dora Center for The Arts and Leesburg Center for The Arts galleries. Carl is the art editor for
Minute Magazine (USA,) has a monthly interview column with the Venetian Bay Neighbors Magazine, a competitive
runner, and a 2nd degree black- belt in Taekwondo.
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He’s on Top of The World and I’m Not

Valerie Anne Burns

He’s on Top of The World and I’m Not

Memoir

Valerie Anne Burns
USA

W

hile staring through the screen door into the late afternoon spring light dancing on
leaves, I fell into a quiet zone. On an oversized sofa in my charming, rustic postdivorce cottage, I sat and reflected on how I’d been running on pure adrenaline.I’d

been lying awake in a restless state for four nights with worry through long hours in the dark while adding up
debts, listing ways to keep my business going, to pay rent, and find love. There was an Italian whose fervent
kisses provided distraction and made me feel alive when not much else did.
In my sofa stupor, I recalled being awake at 3:00 in the morning where thoughts traveled to
realizing that networking for my business was the only real social life I had. I was in actress mode when I
showed up at events with all the experienced mixers; my props were a glass of wine and a smile. In the ten
years since my divorce, I’d had several years of brief romantic and deeply sexual interludes. It was liberating
to feel wanton past divorce and criticism.An ache from my groin to heart was happening, and I begged myself
to stop that train of thought. No good could come of it.
The travel clock displayed 5:00 a.m. in fluorescent green. Desperate to fall into an unconscious state,
I focused on a calming visualization where I envisioned myself at the bow of a sailboat caught in a perfect
wind. I was dressed in flowing linen, barefoot, warm, the taste of saltwater spray on my lips. My lover was
commanding the boat, sailing us to freedom.
Immersed inrecalling a night full of thoughts, the notification of a text message startled me. I
refocused on the sunlit leavesas I picked up the phone.I stared at the text. Yes, it was him—The Italian. It
had been a month since we’d seen one another. I read the first text, “Ciao,” just as the second one arrived:
“Do you want to have dinner with me?” And then, “Maybe you’re busy or have a date with someone else.”
He’d always been under the impression that I was in a perpetual state of receiving suitors.
It was always easy to be with The Italian. He got me and my humor. My heart was beating faster. I
looked haggard but didn’t feel like cooking. How could I refuse his tempting invitation?
I texted back, “Um…who is this?”
“Your Italian lover. I’ll pick you up in an hour.”
For more than a year, we’d seen each other occasionally during his separation and impending
divorce. We’d meet for an espresso in public and stayed at a safe distance because keeping our hands off each
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other was difficult at best. When I was convinced that he was legally separated, we’d rendezvous at my
cottage and enjoy prize-winning Italian wines from his private stash—liquids infused with dark cherries,
exotic spices, and hints of chocolate. Thoseglasses of wine warmed my bones and stirred up too many
dangerous feelings. We kissed for hours and time either stopped or flew. I never knew which because I was
lost in ecstasy or delusion—it didn’t matter. His masculine hands were all over me—my face, in my hair, in
me. I’d climax easy and effortlessly.
On a fewhours’ sleep, I got ready fast. This was to be our first dinner date. Did it mean his divorce
was final? I’d known about The Italian for five years in our small community. He was warm, charming,
sexy—and married. I contemplated flying to Italy to find someone like him who was available. We
experienced a lurking attraction that we never acted on until his separation. He’d adhered to my rule of no
sexual intercourse until he was divorced. Yet, he kept coming back to me, leaving each time hot, bothered,
and hard.
I was ten years older than him, but I didn’t tell him that. He never asked.
“Don’t expect me to look like a ‘10,’” I texted before I accepted his offer. Then I jumped in the
shower and thought back on the last year of our lives. We’d put hours into kissing with the taste of Venetian
wine on our lips. He said he lovedmy company; had felt peace and serenity. I was his way station, his refuge, a
flashing danger zone.
I glanced in the mirror. Thank God for flawless foundation, it did the trick. I wore sleek black
clothing but added a seafoam green coat.
The Italian pulled up in a new dark gray car. He had on a light gray-blue pinstripe suit, open collar
blue shirt, with his dark, thick brown hair showing the slightest gray at the temples. Jesus, he was color
coordinated.
I slipped into the passenger seat and he said, “You look lovely.”
At dinner, he was naturally sophisticated. He ordered the wine with panache. In public, it took
every inch of self-will to not throw myself at him. I asked what he’d been up to, and he replied, “Only
working.” In the past month, I knew he’d been to Hanoi, Hong Kong, and Columbia.
I’d been to Glendale.
Suddenly, I felt fragile and insecure. My life was so confined. I’d not manifested the expansive life
I’d envisioned.
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I chose to ignore the real signs that told mesomething was off. I was too dazzled by the attention he
gave to me. I basked in his compliments, witty exchanges, and our few commonalities, allowing myself to be
in denial.
I wanted him. I missed him when he wasn’t around. I wished he could be mine. I thought he was
getting a divorce. I thought he was on top of the world in business. He’d told me that soon he’d be rich and
planned to move to Los Angeles—a place where gorgeous young women lined the sidewalks like twinkling
seductive stars.
He also said he was in no position to start a relationship for he had no time to devote to it.
I felt a lump rising in my throat.
“A relationship has to be nurtured, right?”
I nodded,yes.
I’d known this all along—even when he’d told me he was in love with me on a hot summer night
when we put a fan in the doorway to cool us off. We were lying on the couch, being quiet. He had a migraine.
I was a comfort to him. We were cuddling and he was resting into my back when he said, “I love you.”
I turned to face him and whispered, “What did you just say?”
He repeated it and then said, “I want you to move to L.A. with me.”
I let that thought wash over me. We would live in L.A. and travel to Italy where his roots
were…and where I wanted my roots to be.
During dessert, I moved in next to him. The waitress smiled; she probably thought we were in
love. He looked at me and said, “What do you mean you weren’t feeling like a ‘10?’ you’re a ‘10’ and a half.”
I smiled but felt shy and unsteady. He would soon be traveling to Venice to see his mother and sister.
His mama won a beauty contest against Sophia Loren. I wanted to sit in a Venetian café with The Italianand
his family.
I worked hard to choke down my desire to shout, “Take me with you.”
Then he said, “The truth is, I’m supposed to be working on two contracts right now, but I wanted to
see you.”
Suddenly, I felt lucky to be fitted into his crazy schedule. I also felt angry, envious, and adrift.
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It was a fire that would burn out fast. But I wanted to hold onto the words he’d said: “I love
you.” I wanted to hold onto the taste of dark cherry Venetian wine, to our whispers in the hot night, to a fire
burning in the fireplace in winter, to being wrapped in his arms, to climaxing while straddling him, my chest
leaning against his, my hands around his neck, his breath against my hair, his whispered Italian words in my
ear.
No. I could feel it all lost in the next crashing wave against the shores—the pristine coastal town that
held my hurts and secrets.
Dinner was over. We held hands and kissed briefly at my door. What I didn’t know was that his
betrayal was just around the corner.
I slipped into my worn-out nightshirt and climbed into bed.I had to find a way to sleep, to unburden
my mind for a little while. I decided to practice some deep breathing while pushing away lustful desires for
The Italian. I silently recited a mantra and visualized the sailboat that carried me away to a place much further
than Glendale. I was sailing in aquamarine water to the top of the world.

As an emerging author, Valerie Anne has a memoir titled, Caution: Mermaid Crossing—Voyages of a
Motherless Daughter. Before entrepreneurship in fashion & decor, she graduated from the Hollywood school
of hard knocks where she worked in production and as a story editor. She won writing scholarships to the
Santa Barbara Writing Conference and The Prague Summer Writing Program. Valerie Anne was accepted for
publication by HerStry for two separate essays, and sponsored on a trip to Italy September 2019 to share her
workshop, “Living and Healing Through Color”. She lives in Santa Barbara California where she has survived
breast cancer.
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Standing the Heat

Sadiq Mustapha

Standing the Heat

Photography

Sadiq Mustapha
Nigeria

Abubakar Sadiq Mustapha is a poet, storyteller, documentary photographer and community developer. Experienced

in using books, photography, and arts in driving social change from girl-child education, gender-based violence to youth
participation in politics. He curated the Abubakar Gimba literacy campaign to immortalize the memory, works, and legacies
of the late writer and scholar, a program where school students gained experiential exposure in meeting authors, changemakers, works of the late writer, and a library tour. He is project lead for The Lapai Bookclub's mobile library and school, a
project that takes reading and arts to grassroot communities in Northern Nigeria. His works has appeared in several print
and online publications, including Ebedi Review , The Song Is, The Nigeria Review, The Shallow Tale Magazine and
elsewhere. Recently three of his photographs were exhibited by photocare4africa in Abuja Nigeria.
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Marian of Two minds

Paul Lewellan

Marian of Two Minds

Nonfiction

Paul Lewellan
USA

M

arian wasn’t sure she’d heard the doorbell. When it rang again she decided not
to answer it. “Neighbor kids,” she thought turning back to her computer. “I’ll
email this, then I can watch Days of Our Children without guilt.”

Marian wrote reviews and features for Soap Opera Digest and a half-dozen other women’s
magazines. She was a contributing writer to Orlando by Moonlight, a soap in development for the
Disney Channel. Her major source of income, though, was writing Christian romance novels under
the pen name of Mary Anne Medley.
Marian had already published ten Maria St. Anne books. The first, Maria St. Anne Rides with
Hell’s Angels, had been an instant success. Now the eleventh, Maria St. Anne Reforms the Russia Mafia,
was at the publishers.
Marian heard knocks at the front door, tentative at first, followed by more confident knocks.
The screen door was locked, but the large oak front door was open. The person knocking knew
someone was home.
Nearing the door, Marian was surprised to see a muscular young man, easily ten years her
junior, well-groomed, with dark curly hair, wearing Levis and a white Polo top. She recognized him
even before he said, “Good morning.”
She made no attempt to unlock the screen door.
“I’m, Roddy, Mrs. Jindra’s grand-nephew. I’m spending my vacation here, trying to help her
out.” Marian had no clue why he would be at her door. “I’m mowing her lawn. Would you like me
to mow yours, too?”
Marian wanted to see some identification. (That’s what her alter ego, Mary Anne, had told
her to do the next time someone came to the door claiming to be from Central Power and Gas.)
But what kind of ID could you get to prove you were someone’s nephew.
Marian lowered her eyes and slightly shook her head. “Gary does my lawn.” Gary played
defensive tackle for the local junior college team and had amazing quadriceps. He once mowed her
lawn without a shirt.
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When Marian looked up he was still smiling. “That’s fine, ma’am. Maybe another time.” He
turned and left.
“Ma’am?” she said to herself.
“You’re not that old,” Mary Anne told her after Roddy was gone. She watched him walk
toward Mrs. Jindra’s house in his tight jeans and worn cowboy boots.
Marian closed the front door and locked it, even though the screen was still latched. “Stupid,
stupid, stupid,” she muttered as she walked back to the computer. “It was stupid to leave the door
open. He could have cut the screen open, then where would I be?”
“Where would you be?” Mary Anne asked her.
Marian tried to quiet Mary Anne’s voice inside her head. Whenever Mary Anne started
talking, Marian got in trouble. “If he got into the house I’d be defenseless.”
“Against what?”
“My attacker. Him.” Roddy appeared in Marian’s mind. There was lust in his dark brown
eyes.
“Why would he attack you?”
Mary Anne’s question shook Marian out of her revelry. “Why?”
“Yes, why would Roddy attack you?”
“Because that’s not really Roddy. That’s Dan Ryan from Spruce Valley. I recognized him as
soon as I got to the door. He’s a convicted sex offender. I don’t care that he entered the priesthood
right out of jail. Vow of celibacy my foot! That’s what he’d like you to believe. And that crash last
week, hurling his car over the cliff in pursuit of the abortionist? I knew he didn’t die. I knew it.”
Mary Anne knew more about worldly things, that’s why Marian let her help with the novels.
But when it came to soap operas, Marian knew almost everything.
“Marian. That’s was just his character on Days of Our Children. Mrs. Jindra talks all the time about
Roddy being an actor in New York.”
“Then what’s he doing in Pleasant Valley, Iowa?”
“The writers killed him off. Probably a contract dispute. Maybe he’s taking some time before he starts on
General Hope or Hospital Light? Mrs. Jindra said he’s ‘hot property right now.’”
“In Iowa?”
“He’s visiting the great-aunt who raised him.”
“Mowing lawns?”
“That’s what he said.”
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“I don’t believe it.”
“You see a rapist behind every bush.”
“What does that mean?” Marian asked the question rather loudly. It startled her. She stopped
speaking aloud. “What are you suggesting?” she thought.
“Every man isn’t an assailant.”
Marian sat back down at her computer. “I wish I could meet someone like Blade.”
“From Valley of Darkness? Ugh!”
“I don’t care what you say, I find stories with good Christian values uplifting. The baptism
Reverend Blade performed yesterday on the dying baby in the train derailment brought tears to my
eyes.”
“I bet Roddy looks better in a Speedo.”
“That’s disgusting,” she said as she glimpsed the image Mary Anne created for her.
“He’s nicely proportioned. I saw you watching him.”
Marian glanced over at the small mirror she kept by her writing desk. She looked for
wrinkles around her eyes. “I’m thirty-eight. I’m too old for him.”
“You’ve got as good a body as mine. We do aerobics. I bet he’d be willing to tend to our bushes.”
Marian got up from her desk. “I’m not listening to you anymore.”
“At least take another look at him before he goes back in the house.”
Marian walked slowly to the door and unlocked it. Hearing the sound of a lawn mower, she
unlatched the screen door and opened it until she could see the Jindra yard. Roddy mowed the yard
bare chested, his back, glistening with sweat.
“He looks yummy.”
Before Marian could respond, the young man turned the mower around, looked up, and
waved. She blushed and withdrew into her house. “Get back out there,” Mary Anne said. “I didn’t get a
good look at his abs.”
“I suppose you want to get opera glasses and ogle him while he mows?”
“He’d never notice if we peeked out the living room curtains.”
“Did it ever occur to you that this grand-nephew stuff may be a cover?”
“A cover for what, Marian? You aren’t Maria St. Anne any more than I am, and this isn’t Russia. No
spies lurk in our yard. There are no alternate personalities like on Days of Our Children, or evil twins, unless you
count us, which technically we’re not because we share the same body. This isn’t Soap Opera Man; this is Mrs.
Jindra’s Roddy, a Real Live Human.”
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“If only I could catch his attention when he does Mrs. Jindra’s back yard.”
“I know a way,” Mary Anne said. “Go change. Wave him over. Tell him the kid who does your lawn got
sick. Offer him a drink.”
“Mary Anne, I can’t invite a stranger into our home.”
“What about Bob Miller? You met him at that Bible study on Revelations. The next thing I know, you’ve
brought him home for supper. Three minutes after you finished dessert, Bob was fumbling with your blouse. You spent
the rest of the night in the hot tub reading First Corinthians. Not my idea of a good time. Roddy seems like more
fun.”
“If I remember correctly, I invited Bob for supper, but you suggested the hot tub.”
Marian looked in the hall mirror. Mary Anne looked back at her. “Why don’t you go change?”
“What should we wear?”
Mary Anne smiled. She knew exactly what to wear.
When Marian saw the mental image she gasped. “You slut.”
After she changed, Marian went out onto the patio. She looked nervously around Mrs.
Jindra’s back yard. In the distance she could hear the mower as Roddy worked on the west side of
her neighbor’s house.
Marian wore her sunbathing bikini, the one she wouldn’t wear when she escorted the
church’s youth group trip to Wacky Waters. It was dark brown with tiny pale yellow dots. The top
pulled her breasts up and out. The bottom was little more than strings. It was the most daring article
of clothing in her dresser next to crotchless panties that Mary Anne ordered on Amazon when
Marian wasn’t paying attention. Marian had never taken them out of the box.
“I’m not sure this is a good idea.” Marian looked down at her tanned body bursting out of
the brown bikini.
“You’ve sunbathed in it a dozen times.”
“That was different. Only Mrs. Jindra could see me then.”
“It’s time you stopped hiding your assets.”
“My assets?”
“It’s Biblical. Remember Salome and the seven veils? Remember Delilah? Remember Bathesheba? ‘Don’t
hide your light under a bushel.’”
Marian blushed as she set the tall pitcher of iced tea and two glasses on the patio table. The
sound of the mower grew louder. “He’s finishing by the bushes.”
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Suddenly Mary Anne was in charge. Marian followed her orders. She brought the mower out
of the garage, wet herself down with the hose, and draped a towel over the lounger. Finally, she laid
down on her stomach facing the Jindra yard and untied the back of the bikini. “You don’t want string
lines, do you?”
Marian nervously awaited the appearance of the young man with the mower. As soon as he
came around the corner, she had his attention. Marian lowered her eyes, lifting them only when she
heard the mower start again.
Mary Anne noted with interest. “He’s watching you.”
“He’s playing it cool,” Marian offered, “like Justin did last week on The Brash and the Busty
when he and Sybil flew back from arguing the case before the World Court at the Hague. Despite
their opposing ideologies, but he lusted for her in his heart as they crossed the Atlantic sharing a
single blanket in Coach.”
Mary Anne watched as Roddy as mowed away from her in slow motion, his hips swaying to
the rhythm of the mower.
When he turned to face Marian again, he stood poised, confident, “Like a lion,” she
murmured, unaware that the hunter had become the hunted. She imagined him on a Hawaiian beach
(without the mower), beckoning her like Lance Gustafson had beckoned to Elaina prior to Celeste
coming out of the coma during the Make-a-Dream-Come-True trip to Dollywood.
Roddy shut off the mower and started pushing it toward the shed. He stopped and made a
big show of mopping the sweat from his chest while looking toward her yard. He glanced her way.
He hesitated.
“He’s yours,” Mary Anne whispered.
“Hot, isn’t it?” he said, pretending to notice her for the first time.
“Yes.” Marian smiled, just like Mary Anne had taught her. “Done?”
“Just finished.”
“Why not come over when you get things tidied up? I have iced tea.”
“Excellent. I got overheated.”
Marian put her head down lazily, but quickly popped up when she heard the shed door
open.
“Put your top back on before he comes into the yard. You don’t want to scare the poor man, Marian.”
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Roddy emerged from the shed wiping his hands on a paper towel. He slipped the shirt on
that he was carrying, and then looked up at Marian. She lifted her body slightly and waved. He
waved back.
Marian rose from the lounger, carefully tucking her breasts into the bikini top and tying the
strings in back. The young man watched in fascination. “Come in,” she said as he reached the gate.
She flashed him her best smile. “My name is Marian, M-a-r-i-a-n.”
“Nice to formally meet you, Marian.”
“I’ve got iced tea on under the umbrella.”
“I’d love some.”
She got up and stretched. She moved slowly toward the table on the patio and Roddy
followed. She looked over her shoulder at him and caught him staring. “You are overheated.”
“You look pretty hot yourself.”
Marian poured him the iced tea and motioned to a deck chair as she took a seat. “I’m sorry
about earlier.”
“What’s to be sorry about?” he said putting down his tea.
“Well, I was a little frightened to find someone at my door. Then while you were mowing,
Gary called to say he couldn’t come today. I’m embarrassed to ask if your offer still stands. I don’t
know what I was thinking before.”
“I understand. A woman needs to be careful who she invites in.” He hesitated. “When I was
a kid I did yard work for the woman who lived here. She would sunbathe as I mowed, then slip me
ten dollars,” Roddy recalled fondly. “To tell the truth, I’d have paid her for the chance to see her like
that.”
“I’m not sure what you’re getting at….”
“That’s your mower by the garage, isn’t it?” Marian nodded tentatively. “Would you could
mow your yard for me?
She shook her head. “It’s almost time for Days of Our Children,” she pleaded.
“We’ve got time.”
Marian knew they did. She rose and went to the mower. She positioned herself facing him
and started it, conscious that he was watching her every movement.
She began mowing, making the box pattern her father had taught her, but this wasn’t
mowing as usual. This was sensual mowing. The vibrations of the mower spread from her tense
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arms throughout her body. Roddy remained in the shade, taking his eyes off her only
momentarily to pour another glass of iced tea. She found it liberating.
When she was done she rolled the mower up beside him and then walked into the kitchen.
She took a ten out her cookie jar, returned to back backyard, and handed him the money. “Thank
you,” she said.
“Maybe after Days of Our Children you’d have some odd jobs for me out of the sun?”
“Wouldn’t it be dangerous for a woman dressed as I am to invite a stranger inside?”
“It could be,” he paused, “if you’d like.”
Marian nodded. “Could I ask you just one question?”
“Sure.”
“Why did they kill Dan Ryan?”
“I asked them to. I’d been having trouble separating myself from my character. It was a
mental health thing. You understand, don’t you?”
“I think I do.” Marian took Roddy’s arm and escorted him into her house.

Paul Lewellan lives and gardens on the banks of the Mississippi River. When the COVID numbers spike, he

shelters in place with his wife Pamela, his Shi Tzu Mannie, and their ginger tabby Sunny. He has recently
published fiction in October Hill, The Sock Drawer, Statement 2020, Erozone, and White Wall Review.
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Martin Dosek

Visual Art

Amor

Amor

Martin Dosek
Czech Republic

REVIEW
Amor is a surreal work of Art that totters on the
bridge of reality and fantasy. A thousand stories
lay in the belly of a single work of Art.
–Adenifuja Adetokunbo

Visual Art Editor

analog collage on paper (12 x 10 inch)

Martin Došek works in an advertising agency where he spends most of the time working with

computer graph-ics programs. His collage practice is strictly analog and fueled by a surrealist
sense of play and experimenta-tion. "I make my collages by hand, from old newspa-pers with
scissors, glue, pencil and paints. I have been doing it for over 30 years and iťs still fun for me and
a great fantasy adventure," he writes. "I enjoy the lightness with which anything can be
composed, at the same time creating stories that I think up. Martin Došek is interested in collage
because it is an entirely free form. He paints and writes over the glued images: this is not some
pop art décollage, but rather a genuine, properly old-school surrealist obsession.
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My Mouth, a Disputed territory

Lorelei Bacht

My mouth, a disputed territory

Poetry

Lorelei Bacht
Thailand

What one does or does not take into one's
mouth: a variable narrowly monitored
by mother, my mouth being an extension
of hers.
Oh, how I defile it, coating it in charcoal,
in grit, in every grimy edible, inedible I
find in the garden, under bridges, in back
alleys.
I am to be seen and not heard, a feat which
I can only achieve by keeping my mouth
full. I choose to fill it not with her shiny
apples –
A red apple is not to be trusted, but
a snake is a snake and what a snake is:
delicious. Oh, how I defile it, coat it
in grit.
Grit of my mouth not clean enough
for mother to grant me medals - I guess
I'll have to live on planes, instead,
swallow the sky of them.

Lorelei Bacht is a multicultural poet living, loving and dreaming in Asia. Her work

has appeared / is forthcoming in such publications as Visitant, The Wondrous Real,
Quail Bell, Abridged Magazine, Odd Magazine, Postscript, Strukturriss, The
Inflectionist Review and Slouching Beast Journal. She is also on Instagram:
@lorelei.bacht.writer
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Mariaceleste Arena

Psychedelic Vibrations

Psychedelic Vibrations

Visual Art

Mariaceleste Arena
Italy

REVIEW
Some patterns are so mesmerizing they steal your
heart away and make your breath cease for a
second or two. This is one of such patterns. Art
is a police of beauty that arrests our soul.

–Adenifuja Adetokunbo

Visual Art Editor

Mariaceleste Arena is a Sicilian designer and painter, who works with both digital and traditional techniques.
She prefers to experiment with different techniques and different subjects. The main purpose of her art is to
express her vision of reality through abstract and surreal figures, as source for thought and as an artistic point of
view of life.
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Mariaceleste Arena

Velvet Fragments

Visual Art

Velvet Fragments

Mariaceleste Arena
Italy

REVIEW
Velvet Fragments the minds with tender fingers
of allure. You can't help but get drowned in the
artistic magic. It is an awesome work of Art
illustrating communal gathering in subtle way.

–Adenifuja Adetokunbo

Visual Art Editor

Mariaceleste Arena is a Sicilian designer and painter, who works with both digital and traditional techniques.
She prefers to experiment with different techniques and different subjects. The main purpose of her art is to
express her vision of reality through abstract and surreal figures, as source for thought and as an artistic point of
view of life.
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Mariaceleste Arena

Velvet Fragments

Visual Art

Velvet Remembers

Mariaceleste Arena
Italy

REVIEW

"Velvet Remembers" displays the deep
connection of colour with humans. The poignant
tracks some colours of velvet like this indigo
leave in the mind.

–Adenifuja Adetokunbo

Visual Art Editor

Mariaceleste Arena is a Sicilian designer and painter, who works with both digital and traditional techniques.
She prefers to experiment with different techniques and different subjects. The main purpose of her art is to
express her vision of reality through abstract and surreal figures, as source for thought and as an artistic point of
view of life.
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Birthplace

Carl Scharwath

Birthplace

Photography

Carl Scharwath
USA

Carl Scharwath, has appeared globally with 170+ journals selecting his poetry, short stories, interviews, essays, plays or

art. Three poetry books Journey to Become Forgotten (Kind of a Hurricane Press) Abandoned (Scars Tv) and Lake County
Poets Anthology have been published. His first photography book was published by Praxis. His photography was also
exhibited in the Mount Dora Center for The Arts and Leesburg Center for The Arts galleries. Carl is the art editor for
Minute Magazine (USA,) has a monthly interview column with the Venetian Bay Neighbors Magazine, a competitive
runner, and a 2nd degree black- belt in Taekwondo.
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Carl Scharwath

Photography

Telos

Telos

Carl Scharwath
USA

Carl Scharwath, has appeared globally with 170+ journals selecting his poetry, short stories, interviews, essays, plays or

art. Three poetry books Journey to Become Forgotten (Kind of a Hurricane Press) Abandoned (Scars Tv) and Lake County
Poets Anthology have been published. His first photography book was published by Praxis. His photography was also
exhibited in the Mount Dora Center for The Arts and Leesburg Center for The Arts galleries. Carl is the art editor for
Minute Magazine (USA,) has a monthly interview column with the Venetian Bay Neighbors Magazine, a competitive
runner, and a 2nd degree black- belt in Taekwondo.
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Room 43

Carl Scharwath

Room 43

Photography

Carl Scharwath
USA

Carl Scharwath, has appeared globally with 170+ journals selecting his poetry, short stories, interviews, essays, plays or

art. Three poetry books Journey to Become Forgotten (Kind of a Hurricane Press) Abandoned (Scars Tv) and Lake County
Poets Anthology have been published. His first photography book was published by Praxis. His photography was also
exhibited in the Mount Dora Center for The Arts and Leesburg Center for The Arts galleries. Carl is the art editor for
Minute Magazine (USA,) has a monthly interview column with the Venetian Bay Neighbors Magazine, a competitive
runner, and a 2nd degree black- belt in Taekwondo.
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Abandon

Carl Scharwath

Abandon

Photography

Carl Scharwath
USA

Carl Scharwath, has appeared globally with 170+ journals selecting his poetry, short stories, interviews, essays, plays or

art. Three poetry books Journey to Become Forgotten (Kind of a Hurricane Press) Abandoned (Scars Tv) and Lake County
Poets Anthology have been published. His first photography book was published by Praxis. His photography was also
exhibited in the Mount Dora Center for The Arts and Leesburg Center for The Arts galleries. Carl is the art editor for
Minute Magazine (USA,) has a monthly interview column with the Venetian Bay Neighbors Magazine, a competitive
runner, and a 2nd degree black- belt in Taekwondo.
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Rotten Apples

Cecilia Martinez

Rotten Apples

Visual Art

Cecilia Martinez
USA

REVIEW
Rotten apples is a work of Art, symbolic of humans
in the present age. Many perverted souls roam the
world to commit atrocities and perpetrate terrorism.
It is the dawn of the world.

–Adenifuja Adetokunbo
Visual Art Editor

18x24 inches Mixed Media

Cecilia Martinez has always had a love for the arts, especially the written word. She is an established and published
writer and poet, with her work being recognized all over the world, from New York to the Philippines. But it wasn’t until
her father’s unexpected death as a result of what was later determined to be a homicide in September 2015 that she became
completely immersed in the visual arts as a therapeutic outlet and a form of self-expression to cope with his loss. While still
relatively new to the art scene, she has already has had her work exhibited in a number of venues since October 2016,
including LITM in Jersey Cityand the NAWA Gallery in New York City.
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KJ Hannah Greenberg

Sneering at Womanizing

Sneering at Womanizing

Visual Art

KJ Hannah Greenberg
USA

REVIEW
Nothing is at tempting as the business of women.
Womanizing is like magical hand beckoning us into a
destructive abeit exciting abode. This is "sneering
at womanizing".

–Adenifuja Adetokunbo

Visual Art Editor

KJ Hannah Greenberg tilts at social ills and encourages personal evolutions via poetry, prose, and visual art. Her

images have appeared in various places, including in: Bewildering Stories, Les Femmes Folles, Mused, Tuck, vox poetica,
and Yellow Mama. She uses her trusty point-and-shoot camera to capture the order of G-d's universe, and Paint 3D to
capture the chaos of her universe. Sometimes, it remains insufficient for her to sate herself by applying verbal whimsy to
pastures where gelatinous wildebeests roam or fey hedgehogs play.
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It's That Time Again Sweetheart

Ian

It's That Time Again Sweetheart

Visual Art

Ian
USA

REVIEW
Some body languages have strong voice. Such is that
of a woman who is in the mood to drive a man
through the wet field of her petals, hoping to reach
the ninth cloud. The piece has been delicately
rendered in oil colour to portray the mood of a
woman. "it is that time again sweetheart" is a
masterful title for a masterpiece.

–Adenifuja Adetokunbo

Visual Art Editor

Although originally trained in Theatre Arts and Portraiture Ian’s work has developed into various areas such as abstract
and landscape. His particular interest in seascapes is born out of his family history which has, through many generations,
been involved with marine life. Ian first began his career as a professional artist and designer in the United States, working
for two theatrical companies: ‘Best of Broadway’ in New York, and Creative International in Tampa, Florida. He was
responsible for the sets for various television and theatrical productions, including ‘1776 Opera’ (Florida’s contribution to
their bicentennial celebrations at the Marco Polo Theatre North Miami Beach) the Bette Davis National Tour and the
Miss America Pageant in Bush Gardens for CBS television. In addition he has designed lighting and sets for Felicity
Kendall’s Queen Victoria tour. In addition to his Theatrical work Ian has exhibited his paintings at various galleries both
in Europe and the UK and has work on view in Sweden, Japan, China, Australia and Spain.
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What are you Looking at_

Ian

What are you Looking at

Visual Art

Ian
USA

REVIEW
"What are you looking at?" The title of the
painting itself is provocative and sticks at you like a
prod. Women are necessary evils. The physical
beauty of a woman lies in the curves and contours.
Can we look beyond the exterior. We can't afford
not to feed our greedy eyes with this beauty. This
painting preaches temptation.

–Adenifuja Adetokunbo

Visual Art Editor

Although originally trained in Theatre Arts and Portraiture Ian’s work has developed into various areas such as abstract
and landscape. His particular interest in seascapes is born out of his family history which has, through many generations,
been involved with marine life. Ian first began his career as a professional artist and designer in the United States, working
for two theatrical companies: ‘Best of Broadway’ in New York, and Creative International in Tampa, Florida. He was
responsible for the sets for various television and theatrical productions, including ‘1776 Opera’ (Florida’s contribution to
their bicentennial celebrations at the Marco Polo Theatre North Miami Beach) the Bette Davis National Tour and the
Miss America Pageant in Bush Gardens for CBS television. In addition he has designed lighting and sets for Felicity
Kendall’s Queen Victoria tour. In addition to his Theatrical work Ian has exhibited his paintings at various galleries both
in Europe and the UK and has work on view in Sweden, Japan, China, Australia and Spain.
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Vanessa Osei Bonsu

Melody

Fiction

Melody

Vanessa Osei Bonsu
Ghana

I

was at a house party the first time I met her. I remember not wanting to go but forgetting my
hesitation the minute I laid eyes on her. It was like a scene out of a rom ance movie. I the
protagonist, and she, my too-good-to-be-true love interest. I had never wanted to be friends

with anyone the way I wanted to be friends with her. She had on a 5SOS band tee-shirt and, some
ripped skinny jeans. She was simply breathtaking. Everything about her made me feel like I was on
fire, hot and bothered.
A beauty in every sense of the word. She walked with more grace than I could ever imagine
possible in a human. Her laugh was breathy, and her dimples would flash adorably anytime she
laughed. We spent the entire night talking about how terrible college was and debating which was
better; Marvel or DC. I laughed at all her jokes, even the ones that were not very funny. After a
night of irresponsible drinking and teenage fun, I drove her home.
I spent the entire car ride trying not to make the conversation die, I asked her questions
about everything; from family, matters to which kind of bread she liked. When I finally parked in
front of her building I resisted the urge to hug her tight to me and asked for her number instead.
Numbers were exchanged as well as goodbyes, promises were made to meet up and as I watched her
walk into her hostel. I knew she was every man's dream.
But I was no man.
The urges I had towards her threatened my good catholic upbringing. A woman was never
to lie with another woman no matter what. I also thought to flee from temptation but was I not
getting ahead of myself? Even if I was interested in her, there was no guarantee she liked me back. I
mean why throw away what could be an amazing friendship for a tiny harmless crush. With that I
was able to sleep guilt-free at night, thinking I had cleverly avoided the temptation.
We spent weeks texting or talking. Meeting up, first once or twice a week before I knew it
we were seeing each other every other day. She felt familiar and comfortable, unlike anything or
anyone I had ever experienced. She gave this sense of security, so I stuck to her like a tack. The
times I was not with her, I was counting down the minutes till I saw her. For the first time in my life,
I finally understood what it was like to have a crush. But I held on fast to my beliefs, maybe she did
not even bat for the other team.
Like a child with candy, I was obsessed and I can finally admit that to myself now. How
could I not be obsessed with the girl who went through the rain to comfort me after a particularly
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hard call with my parents? My father was upset that I was not being the same straight-A student that
I had been in high school and I was frustrated with his lack of understanding. She was the first
person I spoke to after the call. I tried not to cry out in frustration on the phone. This woman came
through the heavy rain to comfort me. Because it sounded like I was about to cry.
She burst through my doors and wrapped her arms around me. I cried out when she did,
letting out all my frustrations. She later made a hot meal, cleaned my place, and lay by me the entire
night. I fell hard and fast because she made loving her so easy, and I was always a fan of the
uncomplicated.
Being aware of my feelings made me extra cautious around her. I tried, truly I did. But she
had me wrapped tight around her finger. I had fallen hard and fast, and there was no way of getting
up. She was my safe haven, the person I ran to for everything, and I liked to believe she ran to me
too. I had never felt this way about anyone else, it terrified me a lot. She made me happy, I also did
everything in my power to make her happy too.
I found myself spending all my time with her. Texting her during class and taking long car
rides together. It was during one of such rides that she came out to me. We had gotten burgers and
fries. As I looked for somewhere to park the car, Justin Bieber's Baby came on the radio. I almost did
a double-take from how hard the nostalgia hit me.
‘I used to have the biggest crush on Justin Bieber. Well, who did not?’ I said. It was such an
embarrassing thing for me to admit, but I felt like I could tell her anything.
With a mouth already stuffed with food, she said matter-of-factly, ‘I didn't’.
To say I was surprised would be an understatement. Justin Bieber then was what all these
Kpop stars are now except a lot less cool.
‘Who did you have a crush on then?’ I had an eyebrow raised to show I did not buy what she
had just said. She took her sweet time chewing her food slowly as if to torture me. By the time she
was done swallowing, I had found a place to park.
‘Alex Russo,’ Huh?
‘Isn't that just Selena Gomez?’ After all, she was the person playing the character.
‘Unlike you Beliebers, I liked her for her personality, not her looks,’ she answered back
teasingly with a smirk. Her explanation caused the weight of her confession to finally settle in my
mind. I was so occupied by her lack of adoration of JB that I had completely skipped over the fact
that she admitted to liking girls when it finally clicked, I wanted to jump for joy and curl up in a ball.
I was as horrified as I was elated. Horrified because the only thing that helped me keep my feelings
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at bay and avoid the daily temptation was that I thought she was straight. Elated, because I might
actually have a chance with the only person who I had ever had a crush on.
My thoughts were probably broadcast on my face because she suddenly turned to me and
said, ‘Do you want to know if I am gay?’
Stumped into silence by how bold she was, I just stared ahead out of the car and nodded
quietly.
‘I am. I really hope this does not change anything between us,’ she spoke so softly I felt a
little bad.
I looked her dead in the eye, ‘The last thing I would ever do is make you feel like I was
uncomfortable with who you are’.
Because honestly, I was never going to make her feel bad after everything she had done for
me. I got over my shock and we enjoyed our meal like we usually did. All the while hoping nothing
had changed.
Things went back to normal after that, and I even thought I had gotten over my crush, but
really the devil works in mysterious ways.
During an unplanned slumber party, we decided to watch something new and out of our
comfort zone. She suggested a movie called TheHandmaiden.
She told me it was a lesbian movie, and I was okay with it. Had I pictured where this would
lead, I would have put on an episode of Friends and be done with it.
On several occasions had I been taught to flee from temptation, and these would have been
good moments to exercise those teachings.
During the entire movie, I found myself getting closer, and closer to her. Almost cuddling.
The bath scene came on, and I could not help myself I started to look at her and wondered if this
could ever be us.
It seems she was thinking the same because she turned to look at me, and those few seconds
of intense eye contact was what it took to have my resolve crumbling down like the walls of Jericho.
I stared at her, taking in her plump red lips, the twinkle in her eyes, and her cute button
nose, I was a goner. Always thought I would be Jesus in the face of temptation, but I was more of
Eve giving in swiftly to temptation. I was weak and powerless to her beauty, and for the first time in
my life, I was happy.

Vanessa Osei Bonsu is a graduate student of University of Alberta studying Human Ecology. Some of their other work can be
found online at ahautemess.wordpress.com
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Yearning

Jana Charl

Visual Art

Yearning

Jana Charl
USA

REVIEW
"Yearning" is a hand woven piece or thread work
with brilliant colours of nature greens, yellows and
oranges, rich in floral designs. These colours are
symbolic of hope and serenity, with little aggression
that comes with strong desire.
Our desires strew our minds in bright colours. Our
dreams abound like the greens in the forest. We
yearn for things which our hands tremble to meet
high up.
–Adenifuja Adetokunbo

Visual Art Editor

Jana Charl, a native of Los Angeles and a dual US-Swiss citizen, currently resides on a remote 54,000-acre ranch in

Central Oregon where she creates mixed media works incorporating materials salvaged from her surroundings. Her
most recent body of work focuses on symbolism derived from the natural world as a representation of the human
experience. Jana’s installations, paintings, and sculptures are published and exhibited worldwide: shown at art
galleries, at SFMOMA, Tate Liverpool, Women’s Museum of California, and at venues staged simultaneously with
the Venice Biennale, Frieze London, and Art Basel Miami. She has participated in artist residencies in Switzerland
(Zürich and Trélex), the country of Georgia (Mtskheta and Tbilisi), and Iceland (Stöðvarfjörður, East Fjords). Jana
has been awarded public art projects in California, Oregon, and Massachusetts, and is currently on the Art in Public
Places Rosters (pre-qualified artist pools) for the Cities of Palo Alto, Sacramento, and San Antonio. She received a
Certificate of Recognition from the California Legislature Assembly. Her artwork is in the collections of the
Brooklyn Art Library, City of Seattle Office of Arts & Culture, Museum of Nova Gorica (Slovenia), Mtskheta
Municipality, and Yuko Nii Foundation and in private collections globally.
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Yohanes Soubirius De Santo

Without Virtual Nanny

Without Virtual Nanny

Visual Art

Yohanes Soubirius De-Santo
Indonesia

REVIEW
This art piece, a pen work, is a representation of a
nanny, a grandmother. The dragon symbol stands
for fierceness of love and care they have on their
subjects or grandchildren. This is a non African style
of art, but this is a universal translation.

–Adenifuja Adetokunbo

Visual Art Editor

I am Yohanes Soubirius De Santo, born in Singaraja on June 24, 1998, I am a young Indonesian artist who is currently
working in the world of art, especially the world of fine arts. I come from Bali, and this is where I practice creating art,
from 2016 I just started to focus my intention on the world of art by taking art education at the Ganesha University of
Education, from here I have started to actively work until now. I have won several arts awards on a local, national, and
international scale. My inspiration in working, not far from my surroundings, I always take the topics in my work according
to what I experience or I observe what happens in my environment. I take the topic with my surroundings because I feel
that everyone's environment must be different, and from this I try to make my work something different and unique with
that topic.
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Yohanes Soubirius De Santo

Ego Hegemony

Ego Hegemony

Visual Art

Yohanes Soubirius De-Santo
Indonesia

REVIEW
: "Ego hegemony" speaks of dominance proved by
the ruling class or elites. The absoluteness of power
from their bloated ego. How they bare their fangs at
the vulnerable masses. No ego should be as mighty
as that of Almighty God. This is well rendered pen
work.

–Adenifuja Adetokunbo

Visual Art Editor

I am Yohanes Soubirius De Santo, born in Singaraja on June 24, 1998, I am a young Indonesian artist who is currently
working in the world of art, especially the world of fine arts. I come from Bali, and this is where I practice creating art,
from 2016 I just started to focus my intention on the world of art by taking art education at the Ganesha University of
Education, from here I have started to actively work until now. I have won several arts awards on a local, national, and
international scale. My inspiration in working, not far from my surroundings, I always take the topics in my work according
to what I experience or I observe what happens in my environment. I take the topic with my surroundings because I feel
that everyone's environment must be different, and from this I try to make my work something different and unique with
that topic.
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Yohanes Soubirius De Santo

Visual Art

Corona virus April Showers

Corona virus April Showers

Cecilia Martinez
USA

REVIEW
Darkness beclouds the earth in form of a pandemic.
This is a stylized representation of the deadly
coronavirus. The figure portrays how humans seek
protection from the overwhelming disease but all
was to no avail. "Corona virus April showers" is a
masterpiece with depth.

–Adenifuja Adetokunbo

Visual Art Editor

8x10 inches_Acrylic Painting

I am Yohanes Soubirius De Santo, born in Singaraja on June 24, 1998, I am a young Indonesian artist who is currently
working in the world of art, especially the world of fine arts. I come from Bali, and this is where I practice creating art,
from 2016 I just started to focus my intention on the world of art by taking art education at the Ganesha University of
Education, from here I have started to actively work until now. I have won several arts awards on a local, national, and
international scale. My inspiration in working, not far from my surroundings, I always take the topics in my work according
to what I experience or I observe what happens in my environment. I take the topic with my surroundings because I feel
that everyone's environment must be different, and from this I try to make my work something different and unique with
that topic.
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Sadiq Mustapha

Photography

Sound of Time

Sound of Time

Sadiq Mustapha
Nigeria

Abubakar Sadiq Mustapha is a poet, storyteller, documentary photographer and community developer. Experienced

in using books, photography, and arts in driving social change from girl-child education, gender-based violence to youth
participation in politics. He curated the Abubakar Gimba literacy campaign to immortalize the memory, works, and legacies
of the late writer and scholar, a program where school students gained experiential exposure in meeting authors, changemakers, works of the late writer, and a library tour. He is project lead for The Lapai Bookclub's mobile library and school, a
project that takes reading and arts to grassroot communities in Northern Nigeria. His works has appeared in several print
and online publications, including Ebedi Review , The Song Is, The Nigeria Review, The Shallow Tale Magazine and
elsewhere. Recently three of his photographs were exhibited by photocare4africa in Abuja Nigeria.
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Martin Dosek

Visual Art

Long nights

Long nights

Martin Dosek
Czech Republic

REVIEW
"Long night" is work of Art that depicts a lovedrunk woman in anticipation of her partner. The
night is long when you are lonely.The mind
yearns and the body is restless. Artwork can tell a
thousand stories. This is telling a tale of affection
–Adenifuja Adetokunbo

Visual Art Editor

analog collage on paper (16 x 11 inch)

Martin Došek works in an advertising agency where he spends most of the time working with

computer graph-ics programs. His collage practice is strictly analog and fueled by a surrealist sense of
play and experimenta-tion. "I make my collages by hand, from old newspa-pers with scissors, glue, pencil
and paints. I have been doing it for over 30 years and iťs still fun for me and a great fantasy adventure,"
he writes. "I enjoy the lightness with which anything can be composed, at the same time creating stories
that I think up. Martin Došek is interested in collage because it is an entirely free form. He paints and
writes over the glued images: this is not some pop art décollage, but rather a genuine, properly old-school
surrealist obsession.
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